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1.0 IN1RODUCOON 

Historically the problem of the depletion of the ozone layer has been in focus since 
the 70's when the major role played by the CFCs (fully halogenated 
ChloroFluoroCarbons) in the depletion process was established. Concern for the 
protection of the ozone layer led to action whereby USA. Canada, along with 
Sweden and Norway banned the use of CFCs in aerosol applications. Aerosol 
applications accounted for virtually half of the consumption of CFCs at that time. 

The discovery of the ozone hole over the Antarctic in the mid-eighties led to the 
realization that the problem was more acute than what some previous studies had 
indicated. Matters were aggiavated by the fact that despite the knowledge of the 
detrimental effect of CFCs on the ozone layer and the ban impose~ on aerosols, 
the global CFC consumption had continued to increase and was in fact greater in 
1986 than it had been 10 years ago. The major growth areas were the 
refrigeration, insulation and foam manufacturing, and the solvent cleaning sectors. 

In 1987 the Montreal Protocol was signed whereby a 50% reduction of CFCs by 
1998 was prescribed. The use of Halons was to be frozen at the 1986 year level. 

The scientific community, however, warned that the stipulated measures were 
. insufficient to mitigate the damage to the ozone layer. A depletion of the ozone 
layer had been detected outside the polar regions. The rate of degradation of the 
ozone layer is estimated to be around 1 % per 10 years. During the winter, the 
degradation over the northern latitudes is much greater. Above Northern Europe, 
the decrease is estimated to be about 3-5% per 10 years during the winter months. 

Due to continuous depletion of the ozone layer, it is evident that further actions 
must be taken intematicnally in order to minimize the damage to the stratosphere. 
A decision has now been made within the context of the Montreal Protocol to the 
phase-out of ODS (CFCs and 1,1,1-trichloroethane) by the year 1997 in the 
developed countries with a ten year grace for developing countries. A forceful 
decision on HCFCs has not been successful. However, there are provisions in the 
Protocol for a revision at least every fourth year. 

In light of this, actions taken by individual countries to enable a more rapid phase
out of the ozone depleting substances are essential and welcome. Demonstrated 
practice that the substitution of ozone depleting substances is possible is a strong 
argument and an example for industry and governments. Another reason is to 
promote the development of new technologies. 

The list of Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) that are being addressed under the 
Montreal Protocol are as follows 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFC), CFC-H, 12, 113, 114, 115 as well as mixtures of 
these substances. 
Halons 1211, 1301 and 2402 
1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) 
Carbon tetrachloride (CTC) 
HCFC, HBFC 
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Methyl Bromide 

Major use of the controlled substances are in: 

1. Aerosol manufacturing Sector (CFC, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, HCFC) 
2. Sterilization Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
3. Packaging Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
4. Flexible Foam Sector (CFC) 
5. Rigid Foam Sector (CFC, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, HCFC) 
6. Extruded polystyrene manufacturing Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
7. Refrigeration and Heat exchanger Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
8. Solvent cleaning and degreasing including Dry cleaning (CFC, HCFC, 1,1,1-

trichloroethane, Carbon tetrachloride (CTC)) 
9. Fire Suppression Sector (Halons, HBFC, HCFC) 
10. Miscellaneous (CFC, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, CTC, HCFC 

The present report describes the various alternatives to CFCs for cleaning and 
degreasing purposes and presents guidelines for best available technology for 
cleaning with alternative solvents. The report also addresses the costs for replacing 
ODS solvents and how to access the Multilateral Fund for assistance to implement 
alternative technologies. 

The .intention of the report is to provide guidance to small and medium sized 
companies, regulators and implementors. 
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20 REQUIREMENT OF 11IB MON"IREAL PROTOCOL AGAINST OZONE 
DEPI.E'IlNG SUBSTANCE USE IN METAL/PREaSION CIEANING SUB
SECOOR 

21 The Montreal Protoool 

In September 1987, 24 nations met to negotiate the final text and sign the Montreal 
Protocol (MP) on Substances that Deplete the Ozone layer (ODS)(l). The agreed 
Montreal Protocol, which entered into force on January 1, 1989, limited production 
of most commonly used ODSs, i.e. ChloroAuoroCarbons (CFCs)s and halons. MP 
required each p.arty's production of chloroflourocarbons (CFC-11,-12,-112,-113, -
114 and -115) first to be frozen at 1986 Jevels and ultimately reduced to 50 percent 
of 1986 levels by 1998. Production of halons 1211, 1301 and 2402 were to be 
restricted to 1986 levels. The MP called for a freeze in production of halons at 
1986 levels beginning in 1992 

2.1.1 The London Amendment 

Shortly after the 1987 MP was negotiated, new scientific evidence showed that 
ozone depletion was occurring at rate significantly faster than previously assumed. 
In June 1990, the Parties to the MP met in London and agreed to MP amendments 

• that required more stringent controls on ODSs included in the original agreemer.!. 
The London Agreement added further controls on other important ODSs such as 
carbon tetrachloride (CTC) and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCE) also known as 
methyl chloroform (MC). The aforementioned substances are particularly of 
significance to the solvents sub-sector. The London Amendment limit production 
of commonly used CFCs to 50 percent of 1986 levels by 1995 and 15% by 1997. 
Under the amended agreement, CFCs, halons, and CTC production is to be phased 
out by the year 2000. 1,1,1-TCE is to be phased out by 2005. The 1990 MP 
amendment also introduced the concept of transitional substances, such as the 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). These are envisaged to be chemical 
replacement for CFCs and other controlled substances and have a relatively small 
ozone depletion potential. A nonbinding resolution by the parties calls for a phase
out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) by the year 2020 if possible b,1t no later 
than 2040. The London Amendment to the MP entered into force in August 1992. 
In addition to setting phase-vut dates, Article 4 of the London Amendrrents also 
include restrictions governing trade with non-Party countries: 

Import and Export of Controlled Substances. Paragraphs 1 and 2 mandate 
that Parties to the MP are required to ban trade in controlled substances with 
any nation that is not a Party to the Protocol. 

Products Containing Controlled SubstanCPc;. Paragraph 3 requires that Parties 
prepare a list of products containing controlled substances in Annex A and 
take steps to ban the import of those products from any State not a Party to 
the Prot~I. 

Products Produced with Controlled Substances. Paragraph 4 requires the 
Parties to examine the feasibility of banning the import from non-Party 
countries of products produced with but not containing controlled substances. 

~ Mili~N.A. 1994·01-15 
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As of June 1993. 117 countries had ratified the Montreal Protocol (Appendix 1). 
By 31July1993. 65 countries including EEC had ratified the London Amendment 
of the MP. These countries represent over 95 percent of the world's production of 
CFCs and haions (2). 

2.1.2 The Copenhagen Amendment 

Scientific data on depletion of the ozone layer presented to the Parties at their 
November meeting in Copenhagen revealed that depletion has been occurring at 
a rate twice as fast as originally observed. For example. at latitudes where 2% 
depletion had been observed over the last decade, new evidence showed that actual 
depletion is closer to 3 or 5 %. The Copenhagen Amendments calls for an 
accelerated phase-out of ODSs for the developed countries (CFCs, CTC, and MC 
by 1996; HCFD by 2030). Additionally the Copenhagen Amendment calls for 
measures against hydrobromofluorocarbons (HBFCs) and mr.thyl bromide. The 
Copenhagen Amendment to the MP was adopted .n November 1992 and shall 
enter into force on 1 January 1994, provided that at least twenty countries have 
ratified the Amendment. As of July 1993, 4 had done so. 

The 1992 Copenhagen amendments can be summarized as follows: 

Percent phase-0ut Year 

CFCs 75 1994 
100 1996 

Halons 100 1994 
ere 100 1994 
MC 85 1994 

100 1996 

HCFCs1 The phase-out of HCFCs shall be as follows: 

35 2005 
65 2010 
90 2015 
99.5 2020 

100 2030 

HBFC2 100 1996 

Methyl Bromide Resolution to include methyl bromide into the Protocol Freeze 
by 1995 at 1991 year's consumption level 

'Total use of HCFC allowed is 3 .1 percent of the total 1989 
consumption of CFC and HCFC (weighted ozone depletion potential). 

2HBFC = HydroBromoFluoroCarbons 
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The developed country signatories of the Montreal Protocol (MP) are thus 
committed by the Copenhagen Amendment to a freeze of CFC production and 
consumption at 1986 levels from mid-1989 through 1993 followed by phased 
reductions of both production and consumption [defined as production plus impons 
minus export of bulk chemicals] leading to a complete phase-out of CFC and 
halons by 1996 (under November 1992 revised reduction schedule). 

The Protocol grants a IO-year grace period on an phase out dates and interim 
reduction deadlines for developing countries whose mr capita consumption of 
Annex A chemicals is less than 03 kg/year. Annex A chemicals include the five 
main CFCs: CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, CFC-114, CFC-115; and halons. For most 
developing countries this allows considerable leeway to expand CFC consumption 
over the next several years. However, by the terms of the MP, such expansion is 
allowed only to "meet .•... basic domestic needs". Production for expon ha~ been 
clearly excluded from the definition of domestic needs. 

The list of Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) that are regulated by the Montreal 
Protocol are thus 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFC), CFC-11, 12, 113, 114, 115 as well a~ mixtures of 
these substances. 
Halons 1211, 1301 and 2402 
~ .1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) 
Carbon tetrachloride (CTC) 
HCFC, HBFC 
Methyl Bromide 

Major use of the controlled substances are in: 

1. Aerosol manufacturing Sector (CFC, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, HCFC) 
2. Sterilization Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
3. Packaging Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
4. Flexible Foam SecLor (CFC) 
5. Rigid Foam Sector (CFC, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, HCFC) 
6. Extruded polystyrene manufacturing Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
7. Refrigeration and Heat exchanger Sector (CFC, HCFC) 
8. Solvent cleaning and degreasing including Dry cleaning (CFC, HCFC, 1,1,1-

trichloroethane, Carbon tetrachloride (CTC)) 
9. Fire Suppression Sector (Halons, HBFC, HCFC) 
10. Miscellaneous (CFC, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, CTC, HCFC 

2.2 The Current Status of the Montreal Protocol 

For the solvent sector, the controlled Ozone Depleting Substances with respect to 
the current London Amendment are (3): 

Chlorofluorocarbons - CFC, i.e. CFC-113 
Carbon tetrachloride 
Methyl chloroform, i.e. 1,1,1-trichloromethane 
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons - HCFCs; among the HCFCs, HCFC-225, HCFC-

Mensa Milieu/H.A. 199l.·01-1S 
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123 and HCFC-141b are conunercial candidate solvents. HCFCs are termed 
transitional substances. 

Appendices 2 and 3 lists some of the common trade names, contents oi selected 
products, and the major manufacturers of CFC-113 and methyl chloroform 
respectively (2). 

Their nomenclature, grouping and annexures with respect to the Mcntr~al Protocol 
are reproduced in Table 2.1 below. The controlled substances ar~ the listed 
substances in Annex A, B, C or E to the Protocol, whether existing alone or in a 
mixture. Controlled substance listing includes the isomers of any such a substance. 

Table 2.1 Ozone Depleting Substance of Relevance to the Solvent Sub-sector 

Annex Group Substance Formula Ozone Depleting Potential 

A I CFC-113 ~F1Cl1 LO 
B II Carbon 

tetrachloride CCI. 1.1 
B III 1,1,1-

trichloroethane ~H1Cl1 0.1 
c . I HCFC-123 CH02CF) 0.02 
c I HCFC-225 ~HF5Cl2 0.02 - 0.07 
c I HCFC-141b CH1CFCl2 0.11 

The current 1990 London amendment calls for a phase-out of CFC and halon 
production and consumption (but not use) by the year 2000 with exemptions for 
production of halons if agreed by the parties to be necessary for essential uses. An 
intermediate cut of 50 percent of 1986 levels by 1995 hes also been agreed upon 
for CFCs and halons, together with an 85 percent cut for CFCs, but not halons, 
by 1997. These adjustments entered into force early in 1991. Additionally carbon 
tetrachloride (CTC (CCI.)) is to be phased out by 2000 with an intermediate cut 
of 85 percent of 1989 levels by 1995. 1,1,1-trichloroethane is to be frozen at 1989 
levels from 1993, cut by 30 percent by 1995, 70 percent by 2000 and phased-out by 
2005. Other fully halogenated CFCs are to be phased out by 2000, with inter
mediate cuts, from 1989 levels, of 20 percent by 1993 and 85 percent by 1997. 

The current requirement of the Protocol for the developing countries (Article 5 
countries'1) phase-out of ODS are graphically depicted in Figures 2.1 - 2.5. The 
phase-out of ODS-solvents are graphically depicted in Figures 2.1, 2.4 and 2.5 ( 4 ). 

3Article 5 countries are any party that is a developing country 
and whose annual consumption of controlled substances is less than 
0.3 kg per capita 

Mensa Mili«l/K.A. 1994·01-15 
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23 The Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal Protocol 

The MP also calls on the developed countries to provide financial and technical 
assistance to developing countries. This has resulted in the establishment of the 
"Multilateral Fund" (MF) for the implementation of the Montreal Protocol (5). 
The Fund offers assistance to developing countries to acquire technologies to 
substitute ODSs with alternative technology that does not harm the ozone layer. 

The MF, established ;,y the Parties to the MP, had a USD 240 M interim capital 
for 1991-1993 to assist developing countries in meeting the control measures of the 
MP. Contributions to the MF are made by the industrialized countries. The 
contributions for the period 1994-1996 is expected to be between USD 340M and 
USD 500 M (6). 

The MF is managed by an Executive Committee whidi is assisted by a Secretariat. 
The Executive Committee, composed of 14 members with equal representation 
from developing and developed Parties, approves funding and develops guidelines 
for administration of the Fund. 

The Fund assisted activities are implemented through four implementation 
agencies: 

• 1) the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP IE/PAC in Paris) 
2) the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP in New York) 
3) the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO in Vienna) 
4) the World Bank (in Washington). 

Provisions also exist for direct bilateral assistance between tl.e Parties. Bilateral 
assistance can be adjusted up to 20% of the contribution obligations of the donors. 
Bilateral assistance, however, has to be consistent with the criteria established bv 
the Executive Committee. • 

UNEP (Nairobi Headquarters) also provides the organizational umbrella for the 
Fund's Secretariat, and serves as the treasurer receiving all contributions to the MF 
and disburses monies according to the decisions of the Executive Committee. The 
organization of MP activities and mandate for the implementing agencies is 
summarize<l in Figure 2.6 below . 

....._ Mili«A/H.A. 1994·01·15 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE MULTILATERAL FUND 

MEETING OF 1HE PAR11ES 

EXECU11VE COMMrinE 
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Figure 2.6 The structure of the Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol. 

2.3.1 Eligi"bility to the Multilateral Fund 

Only developing countries which are Parties to the Protoool and with a annual per 
capita consumption less than 0.3 kg are eligible for assistance from MF. The 
Article 5 countries as of June 1993 are listed in Appendix 1. 

2.32 A$istance from the Fund 

The MF gives assistance in the following areas: 

1. Identifyin& a Countries Needs: The status of production and consumption of 
ODS and how they are to be phased out are determined through the 

Mensa Milieu/ff.A. 1994·01·15 
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development of the Country Programme (CP). The cost of developing the 
CP is met by MF and may be prepared with assistance from one of its 
Implementing Agencies in collaboration with the concerned Government. 
Elements contained in the CP are reproduced in poiut 6 below. 

2. Projects: Individual Project Proposals (PP) eliminating the use of ODS may 
be developed and funded in all sub-sectors including solvents, aerosols, foams, 
refrigeration and air conditioning and halons. Area of activity may include 
improved maintenance, retrofitting of existing equipment, conservation and 
recycling of ODS, strengthening of institutional structures for implementing 
the CP, training and demonstration in the use of new technologies. Major 
elements of Project Proposals exceeding USD 500 000 are summarized in 
Point 7 below. Appendix 4 contains the main sources of further information 
and a sample of Executive Project Summary for the MF describing the 
elements in greater detail. Point 8 Summarizes documentation requirements 
for MP Projects under USD 500 000. 

3. Training and Networking: These activities target: decision-making groups to 
strengthen their capabilities in designing programmes, technical personnel in 
the various industry sectors to enhance their skills in the use of ODS free 
alternative technologies, conservation and recycling techniques. A regional 
well informed network of government, industry and non-governmental 
organization (NGO) representatives can also be developed. 

4. Information: MF assists in formulation and distribution of information on 
policies, technologies, alternatives and control strategies useful in reduction 
of ODSs. (See Appendix 4 for further information) 

5. Institutional Strengthenin.,g;, To ensure effective action at the country level, 
a National Focal Point (NFP) is commonly designated. The NFP liaises with 
industry, institutions and the implementing agencies. Where necessary, 
support for institutional strengthening can be obtained from the MF to help 
strengthen the NFP and allow it to carry out the country's responsibility 
effectively. 

6. Country Pro&ramme: A CP describes the ODS situation in a country and 
reproduces the relevant data. It also contains an action plan to phase-out 
ODS and outlines the various project areas. The CP identifies the following 
main components: 
a) Data on unconstrained demand, production and consumption of ODS 
b) Action Plan; how and when the ODSs are to be phased out. 
c) Strategies that support the Action Plan, e.g. new taxes, creation of 
industrial zone panels, task forces, import monitoring, licensing procedures. 
financial assistance, legislation and policy formulations etc. 
d) Project Identification; here Project Proposals are outlined and support the 
Action consistent with the suggested strategy. Details of PP can be worked 
out at a later stage. 
e) Coslli, stating the incremental cost of implementing the Action Plan 
f) Prioritization of projects. 

7. Project Proposals: Project Proposals (exceeding USD 500 000) should contain 

lller1Sa Mili~K.A. 1994·01·15 
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all the details of a specific project in a specific sector or a group of projects 
and should contain the following main components: 
- Project Cover Sheet. Provides a summary of basic data, including ownership 
of the enterprise concerned, consumption, time frame, impact, budget, 
implementing agency and national coordinating agency (NFP) and brief 
summary of technical, institutional and policy issues; 
- Project title 
- Sector data 
- Project description; the project's short and long term objectives and their 
relationship with the CP or the national strategy is described along with the 
activities required to accomplish the project objectives 
- Project time frame 
- Outputs 
- Budget; the budget should clearly describe how the incremental cost figures 
are calculated 
- Institutional framework 
- Technical appraisal 

8. Project Proposals for Investment Projects under USO 500 000 : Documenta
tion that is needed on investment projects submitted to the Executive 
Committee for final approval within a work programme should cover the 
following information: 
- Country or Region 
- Sector(s) covered 
- Project Title 
- Technology to be used (where applicable) 
- Project Impact (ODS phased-out/year, beginning in ....... where applicable) 
- Project duration 
- Total Cost 
- Ownership of enterprise 
- Incremental cost 
- Cost effectiveness 
- Implementation Agency 
- National Coordinating Agency /NFP 
- Technical review 

In general, the MF is designed for payment only for eligible costs of national 
enterprises or corresponding shares of joint ventures and not for any part owned 
by transnational companies. 

2.3.3 A<;ceMing the Fund 

All applications requesting MP funding should be made via the National 
Government and submitted for approval !o the Executive Committee through the 
Fund Secretariat. Interested countries can apply through three channels: 

1) By contacting the MF Secretariat (MfS): The MFS can assist a country in 
identifying a relevant Implementing Agency that can help prepare a CP or 
PP; and supply information necessary to develop a CP or PP. The MFS also 

~ Milieu/M.A. 1~·01-15 
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provides liaison with recipient countries, the Implementing Agencies and the 
Executive Committee. 

2) By contacting one of the Implementing Agencies (IA): Countries can contact 
one of the IA to develop CP and/ or PPs. Appendix 5 describes areas where 
the IA can assist and contact address for the four IAs: UNEP, UNDP, 
UNIDO and World Banlc. 

3) By contacting a bilateral Donor Agency: A country can also seek direct 
bilateral assistance from one of the donor Parties. The assistance is limited 
to a maximum of 20% and the assistance activities should comply with the 
guidelines set by the Executive Committee. 

All PPs and CPs requiring funding from MF must be submitted and approved by 
the Executive Committee. They should also include the designated IA(s). The 
Committee holds three meetings a year at which action on requests for funding and 
other issues is taken. Figure 2. 7 summarizes the Project submission and Approval 
Process. 

Figure 2.7 PROJECT SUUMISSION AND APPROVAi. PROCF..SS 
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3.0 SfAlE OF ART ODS-FREE TECHNOLOGIF.S 

3.1 Uses ".- vDSs 

The primary us~s of ODSs (mainly CFC-113, MC) within industry are as follows 
(7): 

- dry-cleaning/spot removal 
- cleaning of electronics assemblies 
- cleaning of precision/optical components 
- cleaning of certain other metal components 

as well as, to a lesser extent, for the following (non-exhaustive) purposes: 

- drying of components 
- carriage of special lubricants 
- leak and crack detection for checking of e.g. fuel tanks, non destructive testing 
- decontamination in the nuclear industry 
- dissolving of greases in laboratory testing 
- protection of the primary vapour in vapour phase soldering 
- as a coolant in radars 
- mould release agent carriage 
.. skin cleaner 

ere is mainly used a reaction medium because of its inertness (it is however toxic) 
and excellent solubilization of resinous materials. In some regions where regulations 
may permit, it is commonly used as a solvent in met:J cleaning, textile spot removal 
etc. It is moreover used as a carrier solvent in the manufacture of chlorinated 
rubber, chlorinated polyethylene, pesticides, pharmacueticals. Usage of CTC is 
there in some paints, adhesives, printing inlc, laboratory analyses etc. 

3.2 Use of ODS in metal and precision deaning 

Materials cleaned in the context of metal cleaning are usually made from 
stainless steel, mild steels, bimetal, galvanized sheets/steel, hard metal (e.g. Ti, W), 
copper, aluminium. Precision cleaning are typically, inertial systems, gyroscopes, 
accelerometers, etc., and related gaskets, bearings, and housings: these may include 
new parts and a significant number of refurbished parts, hydraulic systems, 
miniature bearings, and disc-drives. The materials may be composites (i.e of various 
plastics and metal, powder metallurgical forms and reactive metals like beryllium, 
magnesium). CFC-113 and 1,1,1-tricbloroethane have been commonly used in the 
cleaning of the above and additionally in the context of manufacture and 
maintenance of equipment used in optical systems, aerospace applications, and the 
offshore oil industry. 

3.3 Conservation and Recovery 

In general, conservation of and recovery practice for ODSs, while not being an 
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alternative per se, can enable up to 90 percent capture. A summary of measures, 
engineering as well as house-keeping, for control of alternative volatile organics, 
is reproduced in Appendix 6. 

3.4 Alternatives 

There is no single universal alternative for ODS-solvents. Some common 
alternatives that are being applied as substitutes for ODSs in principal applications 
within the metal and precision cleaning industry may be summarised as follows: 

a) T¢1no1ogy that eliminates the need for subsegpent deaninr with chemicals 
("no-dean• teclmoloa). In the cleaning of precision components, particles can 
be removed by blowing with clean compressed air or atomized frozen carbon 
dioxide. Thermal vacuum de-oiling can be used with a heated vacuum chamber 
to remove oil from parts by vaporizing the oil. The vapows are then pumped 
through a cold trap where they are condensed and drained for recycle or 
disposal. Typical applications are for parts of simple or complex design that are 
soiled with low- to mid-viscosity oils. The technology can be used to clean parts 
following cutting, machining, quenching and stamping operations. Vacuum de
oiling is also used to clean parts in preparation for brazing, coating, plating and 
heat treating operations. Advantages of the no clean system are typically 
elimination of solvents and pollution emanating from their emissions, provision 
of ultraclean parts, relatively simple operation of equipment, reclamation of oils, 
floor space requirement similar to that of existing degreasing equipment. 

The primary disadvantage of no clean system is that it may be very soil specific. 
Especially for the case of clean compressed air blowing and vacuum de-oiling 
systems. Vacuum cleaning is only capable of removing oils that can be 
volatilized within certain temperature, time and pressure ranges. The systems 
may be constrained to manufacturing applications that have consistent part size 
and soil loadings. For example, heat exchangers of domestic refrigeration units, 
made of aluminium fins and copper tubes with a number of machining oils and 
forming lubricants are being cleaned by the method. Traditionally large 
amounts of MC were used for this application. 

A typical thermal vacuum de-oiling equipment, with inner working dimensions 
of 91 cm W x 91cmHx122 cm L incurs a capital cost of approximately USD 
100,000 and about USD 10,000 annual operating costs (8). 

b) Aqueous cleaninr (includes partially water-based mtcms: emulsions/ 
microemuJsions). Aqueous systems cover a range of methods using ultra pure 
water cleaning to emulsion based systems. Choice of systems is dep:ndant on 
the characteristics of contamination to be removed. Aqueous emulsion systems 
can be used for contaminants that are difficult to dissolve in water. Some of 
these water-based emulsions can consist of up to 15-25 tensides and 20-30% 
organic solvents. Additives e.g. surfactants, complexing agents, dispersion agent~. 
inhibitors and buffering chemicals are commonly added to aqueous formulations. 
In emulsion systems, the organic phase is either dispersed in the aqueous phase 
or vice versa. Typical droplet size of dispersions in micro-emulsion systems are 
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of the order of 2-10 nm. Droplet size in emulsions are 1000 times larger. 
Alkaline degreasing baths usually consists of about 10% tensides and 10% alkali 
and complexing ~gents. Commercial alkaline systems are usually classified 
according to the formulation hydrogen ion concentrations (pH) (9. 10): 

- Acidic (pH 1.5-5) 
- Neutral (pH 6-8) 
- Mildly alkaline (pH 9-11) 
- Alkaline (pH 11-135) 

Conversion to aqueous cleaning re\.fuires treatment and recycling of the waste 
water. This entails an initial capital expendirure for small companies without such 
facilities. Aqueous system usually range between 0.25 - 15 m3/h capacity. While 
payback on direct substitution of aqueous cleaner for solvent degreasers may 
appear attractive, the annual operating costs are considerably higher than the 
annual operating costs using a recycling/recovery system. An aqueous cleaner 
without recovery practice can be prohibitively expensive. As illuminated below. 
annual operating costs for a typical 0.45 m3 /h, two stage aqueous. stand alone 
operation (offsetting a 0.61 kg/h, m2 consumption of halogenated solvent) is 
assessed at USD 30 000/y if no recirculation is practised. Recirculation practice 
reduces the operation costs by about 40% to USD 17 000/y. The requirement for 
drying is a function of what subsequent treatment is to be carried out. One ball 
bearing manufacturer is utilising the SKF Washing Principle (Figure 3.1). This is 
a clese loop system with respect to the cleaning agent and applicable for mass 
production lines for cleaning of delicate surfaces. The system operates with an 
aqueous cleaner (2-5 percent "Careclean E88") in conjunction a low content 
aromatic hydrocarbon (Castro) Rustilo DWX 88) as a dewatering media. The 
system is suitable for cleaning of delicate surfaces such as bearing or composite 
(metal/ plastic/ glass) components. 

) 

Fig. 3.1 The SKF Washing Principle. The rings arc washed in four stages: 1) Pre
wash and flush; 2) Ultra-sonic cleaning plus rinsing; 3) Dcwatcring; 4) 
Drying. 
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c) Oeaning with organic solvents. such as alcohols (e.g. isopropanol, ethanol), 
ketones ( e.g acetone), terpenes (e.g. d-limonene ), esters, lactates (e.g. ethyl 
lactate), dearomatized hydrocarbons, glycols, methyl siloxanes and other organic 
compounds. Organic solvents usually associated with flammability problems. 
Conversion to flammable solvents requires investments to prevent fire and 
explosion. The problems can be overcome, however. In some cases perfluoro
carbons (C,,F

1
; perfluorohexane, perfluoropentane etc) are being introduced for 

speciality applications (see HCFCs below) and as a fire suppressant. Much 
concern has been expressed about the introduction of FCs, primarily because of 
their extreme stability 1000 -50000 years lifetimes and high global ,.,arming 
potentials (G\VPs). See T~ble 3.1 below. Best available technology fer emission 
control of volatile organic solvents is reproduced in Appendix 6. 

Table J_J Global Warming POfcn1ials for a:4• q 6 and SF6 (11). 

TUiie Span (years) 20 100 soo 
rclalive 10 C02 = I 

a:. 3'700 SIOO 8800 

q, 7300 10000 Ii.JO 

SF6 1-WJO 20000 J.UiOO 

Figure-32 depicts two types of equipment operating with Swedish ordinance and 
avionics manufacturers ( 12). Regarding emission control, see Appendix 6. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Example of washing system using alcohol for cleaning of high 
performance military and aviation components. 
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Figure 3.2 (b) Example of washing system using alcohol for cleaning of high 
performance military and aviation components. Glossary A = wash 
zone; B = rinse zone; C = cooling zone; D = drying zone; V = 
valves; P = pumps. The components are introduced and removed 
from the top right via a flexihle seal. 

d) Oeanin& with chlorinated organic solvents. e.g. perchloroethylene, trichloro
ethylene or methylene chloride. These compounds are known to have an adverse 
impact en the environment and are increasingly coming under strict regulations 
and phase outs in developed countries. When these solvents are used anyway, 
the best technology should be used in order to limit emissions, see Appendix 6. 
As an interim solution to ODSs, mechanical precision parts, including bearings 
used in the aerospace industry can be cleaned in small four sectioned watch 
cleaning machines. Better results have been achieved with bearings than with 
CFC-113. A combination of white spirits and glycolcther along with a solution 
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of trichloroethylene, methylene chloride and benzine are used in the four baths. 
Trichloroethylene is also being used in dewaxing operations but here again, 
alternatives are being pursued, e.g. hot wax; hot oil etc. 

e) Oeaning with other new chemicals. New chemicals under development include 
HydroFluoroCarbons, HFCs; HCFC (HydroChloroFluoroCarbon) compounds 
such as HCFC-123, 141b or 225b, or for example pentafluoropropanol C-Pefol"), 
benzotrifluorides, monochlorotoluenes etc. HCFC compounds cause degradation 
of the stratospheric ozone layer, but to a lesser extent than the CFC compounds. 
Moreover HCFC are transitional substance and are required by the MP to be 
eliminated by 2030 in industrialized countries and by 2040 in the developed 
countries. The environmental impact of most new chemicals is not fully known. 
Perfluorocarbons (FC) are being used to clean fluorinated lubricants and 
particulates effectively in combination with ultrasonics for remo'1ing particulate 
contaminants. Hydrocarbons are not removed effectively by FC. Such con
taminants may be precleaned in an aqueous alkaline cleaner, rinsed in 
demineralised water and drying in FC vapours. Components used in aircraft 
oxygen systems, e.g. valves, transducers etc. can thus be cleaned. The major 
drawback is the high volatility of FC, their extreme global warming potential and 
the costs associated with FC compounds. Aqueous cleaning followed by HCFC 
141 b and isopropanol has also been used for the same purpose but one major 
user found the combination impractical in existing equipment and that the 
volatility of HCFC 141b was even greater than that of the PFC (PF5060). 

An effective cleaning system is a function of the cleaning equipment and the 
cleaning agent. Often the optimized solution has to be found experimentally. 
Table 3.2 summarizes the main considerations for analysis of alternative cleaning 
system requirement (13). 
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Table 3.2 Some Considerations for Evaluation of Cleaning Systems Requirement 

Environment Rea~ for sm• 12 be Soil to be 
Oeaning ~ removed 

Organic: Inorganic: 
Outdoors Function 
Factory Reliability Oil Salts 
Laboratory Surface Prep. Grease Compounds 
Glove Box Maintenance Wax Rust 
Fume Ho.xi Appearance Microbial Scale 
Clean Bench 
Cle:m Room 

Materials of ~on figuration Work Load Method Qr 
C2nstruction Trchnigue 

Nonf\!rrous Fial Surfaces Part Size Dip 
Metal Convolutions Quantity Soak 

Ferrous Metal Blind Holes Type(s) of Soil Rush 
Alloys Crevices Manual Wipe 
Plastics Material Mass Automated Spray 
Elastomcrs Fasteners Electrolysis 
Glass Vapour 
Paints Degrease 
Inks Ullrasonic 
Combinations Combinations 
Fines -

Monitoring 

Table 3.3 Summary of main solvent systems according to chemical properties. 

Hydrocarh~l!_lj ~etones ~ 
- aliph.11.: - synlbttic hii:h 
- cyclic p•trditin• molecular we1i:ht 
• aromatscs 1lycol ethers 

Alcohols Esters ChlQrinaled SQlvent~ 
- azentropes - ester blench - mclbylene chloride 

- percbloroetbylcne 
- lricbloroetbylcne 

fh.!Qrinated ~l~oho)j P,rfluQrocarbon~ HxdrocblQ[Qfh!QrQ 
- pcnl<IOuoroprop~nol - perfluoro gd2Qn~ CHCFC~} 

dimclbylcyclobutanc - HCFC-225 calcb 
- pcrfluoro hexane -HCFC-123 
• pcrfluoro pcnlanc - HCFC-141b 
- pcrfluoro tribytyl amine 
• perfluoro cyclic ethers 
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The alternatives may be applied via combination systems usin~ ultrasonics, high 
pressure sprays. bubble agitation, additives that modify the physical properties 
(tensides), a combination of above and ancillary equipment that render them safe 
according to the local regulations. In some instances, ancillary equipment also 
includes purification systems (e.g. when ultra pure or DI water is required). 

Usually cleaning equipment can be distinguished by systems designed for aqueous 
cleaning or equipment designed for organic solvents. The major criteria for an 
alternative cleaning systems are 

- choice of cleaning agent 
- cleanliness requirement 
- surface properties of components to be cleaned 
- physical shape of components 
- contamination type and loading 

A clean surface is, however, no: the only criteria for a cleaning system to achieve. 
The hydrophillic nature (surface ability to get wetted) and the chemical composi
tion of surface contamination also play a role (e.g. the presence of silicate film on 
the surface after cleaning). 

There is a range of cleaning equipment on the market today. The equipment use 
spray (including immersed spraying), ultrasonics, centrifugal systems or simple 
leaching. The equipment may be in batch or of continuous in-line configuration. 

The major alternative cleaning media may be summarised as follows: 

- aqueous based (including micro emulsions) 
- Hydrocarbons (aliphatic, cyclic paraffins, aromatics) 
- Ketones (acetone) 
- Ethers (synthetics high molecular weight glycol ethers) 
- Alcohols (IPA, ethanols, azeotropes) 
- Esters (and blends) 
- Chlorinated solvents (methylene chloride, pcrchlorocthylcne, trichloro-

ethylene) 
- Pet fluorocarbons (perfluoro hexane, perfluorodimethylcyclobutane, perfluoro 

pentane) 
- Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC-123, HCFC-141b, HCFC-225 ca/cb) 

The choice of equipment, its automation, size/space available and capacity is a 
function of production volume and size of component-; to be cleaned. Additional 
factors are the requirement for rinsing, drying, main!enance, work safety and wao;te 
treatment of exhausts, effluent and soils. 

The common application for aqueous cleaning are via the followirg proc;esses ( ( 14 ): 

- manual cleaning (including wiping/drying) 
- cleaning in a wash cabinet 
- dip cleaning (with or without centrifuging) 
- dip cleaning with ultrasonic enhancement 
- dip cleaning with electrolytic applications (anodic, cathodic or alternating) 
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- flushing 
- spray cleaning (inc!uding steam) in enclosed cabins 
- spray deaning in open 
- wet media blasting 

Common application systems based on alternative organic solvent systems are: 

- manual cleaning/wiping and drying 
- vapour phase cleaning (e.g. halogenated solvents (chlorinated), alcohol, acetone, 
FCs) 
- dip cleaning with highly volatile organic solvents 
- dip cleaning with petroleum based hydrocarbons and emulsions 
- Cabinet cleaning with less volatile HCs. 
- flushing 

Table 3.4 summarizes the common combinations: 

Table l.4 P~'blc Oca11i11g and Equipment Combinations 

Manual Dip- Dip- Dip- Dip- &posed Closed Vapour 
dean- clean- clean- clean- dean Spray Spray Phase 
ing ing Ultra- Elect- Ccntri-

• Sonics rolysis fugc 
Clcaaing ¥cdia 

Orpnic Noa-b.alogcnatcd 
x•> so!Yencs x x x x x 

Orpnic Halogenated 
IOIYelllS x x x 

Emulsions x x x x 
Alkaline formulation x x x x x x x 
Acidic formulations x x x x x x 
Pickling formulations x 

X = Possible combinations 

I) Valid only for solw:nts with low vapour prcuurc 

Plasma cleaning using various gases (e.g. hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, ammonia, 
CF .. etc) are also used in cases. Plasma systems are usually used for final surface 
treatment after a precleaning stage. Additionally media blasting techniques are 
being applied. There are generally two systems- dry and wet-systems. For dry 
abrasive blasting, there are a large number of media which are currently 
recommended and/or are used by aircraft maintenance practices. They include: 
- sand, -plastic beads,- glass beads,- nut shells, -rice husks, -fruit pits, - wheat starch. 
Wet media is used primarily for surface cleaning prior to painting with the 
exception that a liquid is used in a high pressure spray. Typical media for wet 
media blasting are water and sodium bicarbonate, wet plastic powder, water alcohol 
etc. Supercritical and ultraviolet - ozone cleaning are also finding niche applica
tions. While they are environmentally benign, their application, so far have been 
limited to few cases. Niche systems tend to have high start-up costs and require 
special operator training. 
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Recently c:.i.1 evaluation of eleven different cleaning methods was carried out ·vith 
a number of available cleaning agents (15). A test piece with intricate dimensmns 
and metal-plastic components soiled by polar and non-polar contamination was 
designec' for consistent evaluation of the equipment and cleaning agent under 
silT'Jlar conditions. The test system, although specifically designed for electronic 
assembling, nevertheless gives a comparative assessment useful for metal and 
precision cleaning tasks. Results were evaluated by visual examination under an 
optical microscope and extraction testing. Visual '!xamination rated cleanliness 
from a scale of 1 (completely clean) to 5 (very contaminated). The level of ionic 
contamination was measured in µg-equivalent NaCl/cm2

• The following systems 
were investigated: 

1) Cbemical leaching: Stagnant liquid to evaluate the chemical potential of the 
deaning 

2) Contax: Immersed high pressure spray cleaning. The equipment is designed 
for alcohol but can be used for most other liquids. Spray pressure is adjustable 
up to 60 bar. 

3) Concoat ICOM 8000: A spray cleaner for isopropanol (lPA)/water mixtures. 
It has an in-built ionic extraction testing to determine the final contamination 
remaining on components. 

4) Bubble Agitation: Pressurized nitrogen gas is injedeci via a number of nomes 
at the bottom of liquid chamber. Mechanical agitation is thus affected by a 
psuedo boiling state. 

5) Ultrasonic cleaning - Batch: Batch equipmer~ for containment of 15 l liquid. 
Ultrasonic system operations codd be operated at a frequency of 40 kHz and 
275 w. 

6) Ultrasonic cleaning - In-line Continuous: This equipment was orerated 420 \V 
with 30 l terpene/water blend. 

7) Branson MicroCoustics: Ultrasonic cleaner with 200 W output at 400 kHz. 
Operated with a work volume of 15 I of cleaner fluid. 

8) Electronic Control Design: Batch cleaner designed for terpene/watcr mixtures. 

9) Westkleen Formula III+: An in-line spray cleaner for aqueous systems. The 
machine is equipped with a wash and rinse stage, air knife and infra-red drying 
oven. 

10) Elute: A batch cleaner designed for aqueous or semi-aqueous cleaning agents. 

11) Centrifugal: The equipment uses centrifugal force for cleaning of components. 

The following agents were tested: 
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Agent 

Isopropanol/water 
Kemetyl 1-111 
Citrikleen 

Terpene ~mulsion 
Terpene/water 
Terpene/IPA 
Prozone 
Axarel (38) 
Dowanol PX-16S 
lonox HC 

Purasolv 
Aquanox /water 

Water 
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Composition 

75%IP A; 25% Deionized water 
Ethanol blend with dipropylene glycol - monomethylether. 
Terpene (mainly d-limonene) blend with some diethylene 
glycol -butyl ether. 
A mixture of terpene and alkaline water 
60% Citrikleen with 40% DI-water 
50% terpene with 50% IPA 
Main ingredient diethylene glycol-monobutyl ether 
An ester based mixture of polar and non-polar hydrocarbons 
Mainly d. !thylene glycol - monoethyl ether 
A blend c. ·alcohol, water, polar and non-polar solvents with 
surfactant and activators. 
Ethyl lactate 
Semi-aqueous cleaner dedicated for spray cleaning. Used as 
a 25% solution with water (75%). 
100% water 

The following conclusions could be drawn: 

Agent 

Isop~opanol/water 

Kemetyl 1-111 

Citrikleen 

Terpene 
emulsion 

Terpene/water 

Terpene/IPA 

Prowne 

Axarel (38) 
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Results 

Cleaning result is enhanced by any form of mechanical 
agitation. 

A slightly better result than IPA/water. aeaning result is 
enhanced by any form of mechanical agitation, e.g. spraying, 
bubbles, ultrasonics or centrifugal force. 

Terpene. Gives acceptable to good results. Difference 
between leaching and ultrasonic enhanced cleaning is not 
substantial. 

Residues in crevices were obtained. Performance on more 
accessible areas is better but some residues remain. 

Ultrasonic and spray cleaner perform equally well but. some 
residues in difficult to access remain. 

A cleaning agent that shows promise. Good cleaning is 
obtained even in difficult. crevices. Ultra~onic does not seem 
to enhance results. 

Visual examination gives good results. Ceramic component~ 
come out completely free from contamination. Mechanical 
agitation enhances cleaning. 

Low extraction values are obtained. Ionic contamination 
reduction is good. Difficult to access crevices/geometry 



Agent 

Dowanol 
PX-16S 

Ionox HC 

Purasolv 

Aquanox/water . 
Water 
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reveals some visual contamination. Use of ultrasonic 
enhances cleaning potential. 

Results 

Similar results as \\oith Prozone above: i.e. visual examination 
gives good results. Ceramic components come out completely 
free from contamination. Mechanical agitation enhances 
cleaning. Slightly inferior results were obtained with respect 
to visual examination. 

Has a good ability to penetrate crevices and small stand-off 
heights. Combination with ultrasonics removes practically all 
organic contamination. Visual inspection gave a somewhat 
lower rating due to water-stains. 

Residues remain on test piece in the case of straight forward 
leaching. The residues can be removed with ultrasonics. 
Results from extraction measurements are rather good. 

The 25% dilution of the semi-aqueous cleaning agent was 
unable to fully remove contaminations from the test piece . 

Pure water is an excellent remover of ionic contaminants. 
Using Westkleen (in line spray cleaner for water) and Elute 
(Ultrasonics batch cleaner) give excellent visual results. Ionic 
contamination reduction was by 95-99%. 

The general conclusions are as follows: 

- All tested cleaning equipment are proven to be effective. The effect is greater 
with poor cleaning agents than with the better cleaning agents. 

- Terpene-alcohol solutions; glycols and alcohol-surfactant systems perform very 
well and give satisfying results. 

- Aqueous system properly applied gives very satisfying end results also. 

Table 3.5 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of aqueous cleaning and 
Table 3.6 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of process equipments . 
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Table 35 Advantages and disadvantages of aqueous clear.ing (13). 

ADVANTAGES 

Aqueous clcania' bas sc:venl advaatagcs cM:r Cllpaic 
solvaat deaning. 

Safety -Aqueous sjStcms bave fcwcrwortasafdy 
problam compual to maay sohal&s. 111cJ arc mt 
flammable or aplosivc. CClllAll ma&criml afay 

• data sbCClS for iDformalioa oa_kahb ad afay. 

• ClcaDiDg - Aqucom syS.am can be dcsipcd to 
dcut panidcs and films bcucr lbaD IOlvallS. 

Flexibility - Aqueous sysaam bavc mahiple 
dqrtt5-of-fla:dom ia pnxas de:sip. formalalioa 
and concentration. This fn:edom lldps aqacom 
dc:aDing provide superior c:lcaniag for a wider 
variety of contamina1ion. 

Removal of Inorganic oc Polar Soils - Aqamus 
cleanin' is panicularly good for dcaaiag iaorpDic 
oc polar materials. Many mac:biDc sbops arc asiag 
watcr-Nscd lublicanl5 aDcf molanl5 IO rq>lace oil-
1 ascd lubricanlS for cavironmcntal ad ocbcr 
~- Water-based lubriaau are wdl suded IO 
aqueous cleaning proocssa. 

Oil and Grease Removal - Organic: films. oils,. aad 
grasa can be cffcail.-cly removed by aqueous 
chemistry. 

• Multiple Caning Mechanism - Aqueous deaaiag 
functions by several mechanisms ratbcr than just 
dis.solution. These include saponification (c:bcmical 
rQClion). clisplaccmcnt, emulsification, dispcrsioo, 
and others. Paniclc:s arc effectively removed by 
surbce activity coupled witb the application of 
mcchanical energy. 

Ultrasonia Apphcability - Uhrasoaic:s arc mucb 
more cfCcctivc in water-basal solvents than iD CFC-
113 or MCF solvents. 

• Material and Waste Disposal Call - Aqueous 
deaning solutions are genenUy lcu apensive tbaD 
solvents and. when properly bandied, will reduce 
waste dispoul costs. 
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DISADVANTAGES 
Dcpclldiag llpoD tbc spcQlic deaaiDg applicatioa ~ arc 
also disadllutap. 

• Clc:niDc Diffiadty - Pans witb ~ boles. smaU 
CKViccs. labiag. ad . lllioDcywmb llnlClUm aaay be 
diflialll IO dean andloc dry, aDcf Im)' require proca.s 
-op«jmintioa 

• Procz:u 0.trol - Solvaat dcaDiDg is a wry fOIJivia& 
- process.. To be dfectM, aqueous pn>a::ucs require 

cardul cngiDeaiac and ClODUOl 

• Rimill& - Some aqueous clcaDcr n:sidac:s, pu1iadarty 
from sudactaDts, CID be difliadt to rinse.. Toa: n:siducs 
may be dcuimc:Dtal for some appliatiom aDcf maleri&ls.. 
Special caution should be laltco for pans requiring 
sublcqucat vacuum deposition, liquid mygaa coataa, etc. 
Riming can be impnMd using DI water or alcohol rinse. 

• Drying - It may be difficult to dry 1ubing aad c:auin 
pan pomc1ries with ~ and bliDd bola.. Drying 
eqaipmcnt is often required. 

• floor Space - In some iaslaDOCS aqueous deanill& 
equipmeat may requin: more Door space. 

• Capital Ca5t - In some cases, new facilities will need to 
be coasuuctcd. 

• Material Compatibibay - Cono5ion of metals or dclayaS 
CDVironmental stress aacting of a:nain polymers may 
occur. 

• Water - In some applicatioas bigh puniy water is nc:cdcd. 
Pure waicr CID be expcnsillc. 

• Ena&Y Comumptioa - Energy c::oasumptioa may be 
biper tbaD SGM8t cteaaias if appliatioas require bea&ed 
rime aDcf drJins llap. 

• Wastewater Disposal - In some imtanca, wastewater 
may require uatmcnt prior to discharsc. 
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Table 3.6 AdvantaEes and disadvantages of aqueous process equipments (8,13) 

IMMERSION WITH 
UL1RASONIC 
AGITATION 

ADVANTAGES 

High level of 
cieanliness; cleans 
complex parts/ 
configurations 

Can be automated 

Usable with parts on 
tr:tys 

Low maintenance 

May be performed 
at ·ambient temperatures 

DISADV ANTAGF.S 

High cost 

Requires rinse water 
for some applications 

Requires new basket 
design 

Limits part size 
and tank volumes 

May require separate 
dryer 

IMMERSION SPRAY WASHER 
WITII MECHANICAL 
AGITATION 

aeans complex 
and configurations 

Will flush out chips 

Simple to operate 

Usable with parts on 
trays 

Can use existing 
vapour degreasing 
equipment with 
some modifications 

Requires rinse 
water for some 
applications 

Harder to automate: 

Requires proper part 
orientation and/or 
changes while in 
solution 

May require separate 
dryer 

High levels of 
cleanliness 

Inexpensive 

Will flush out 
chips 

Simple to operate 

High volume 

Spray unit may be 
ponable 

Requires rinse water 
water for some 
applications 

Not effective in 
cleaning complex 
parts 

May require 
separate drye1. 

Aircraft maintenance typically represents a mixture of small and medium scale 
applications. Operations also involved straight forward metal cleaning as well as 
advanced precision cleaning. Table 3.7 below represent4i typical solutions to the 
use of ODS at one aircraft maintenance facility c12) 
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opcics/Missiks MMM 

- c.o.arcnn •PM~ 

- Bccuoaic MMM 

Macon 
-1.appiac MMM 
- Movalillc MMM 

- AJcdlol (--rial 
spirir A. CIUaol. 2-
propaool. IPA) 
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- IPA. aqUCOO&S alblinc
~ IPA 
rime 

- E.osol 060/90. Actld 
:mm... ... .t widloat: 

- NAPPAR mid ckuiac 
-PFC 

asabooic 

llS aboolt: 

as abooc. 

as aboolt: 

-~ 

Pllascd OUI Cl"C-113 

KIJIOK&IQK 
(pnlblcm sohcd) 

Supplicr-spcc.(MIL) 
(pcoblcm solved) 
Cl"C-113 phased OU1 

Supplicr-spcc.(MIL) 
(problem soMd) 
CFC-113 pbascd ouc 

CFC-113 pbascd OU1 

- ciucioa sbould be pgaiscd willl 111e ol IPA widl litanium aad berylli- conapoaaus. 
- Uurion should be paaiscd wida 11Cu2--..s albliac aqueous wilh some c:oarcd pcoducrs. 
Alrcruriwa illwariplcd: 
- aqueous b.m (q a1bJiac. rcrpcacs) wida lllr--..1 
- IPA. KUCJae. wicll ulr~ ud ¥2p0Ur woe 

TOI lad. spirit A=600tg 

lad sp A l6lag 

- C.okl dcaaiag widl dcaromatiscd HC (e.g. E.osol [)(i()) under pra.sure aad or ulrr2SOulld.. 
NB: Where applicable, Ulcr4HOalld, hip prasure., and s-mcmioa is being pnctiscd 

35 Other Uses of OD~ (3, 16) 

35_1 Drying of Components 

Rapid drying of components in some application is a critical function. A 
number of technologies exist for drying, including: 

- Centrifugal drying 
- Cold/hot forced air /inert gas 
- Infra-red lamps 
- Vacuum drying 
- Absorbent drying ( e.g alcohol) 
- Vapour phase displacement drying (perflourocarbon; alcohol, acetone etc) 
- Oil displacement 

Table 3.8 Summarises a comparison of drying techniques (3, 17) 
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Table ll Comparison ol dryiag tccllaiq1oo 

low equipment coa. budling c:.. be used foe simple shaped products.. I licJt 
energy C'OSIS, spou 

Absorbcat d:yiag ming •lcobol Drying at room rcaapcratun: Wic ~ coasumptioa.. Fire prolcctioa 
rncasura •n: Rquin:d 

Displacaacat drying with HCFCs ud Satisfxrory dryiag •I SO"C Hip coi.IS ol sohaacs. ODP aad bigll GWP 
HCFCs or bc1--

Displacemear drying wirla cbloriulcd Prowa. sdiablc, possible co Pouible iat'ompllibilic willa marerials. ~uircs 
soham mrof11 equipmcar can:Cul ~t aac1 laalldlillg 

Displ8C'!M!!Cl'I drying wiCl ketoaes, f'rowa. ldiable.. Pouible iocoarpalibilit widl awcriaJs. ~uircs 
81coi1ok fin: mauo1 ---. E14 iolc c:qsipuacuL 

The following alternatives are feasible for the other uses of ODSs m the 
engineering industry: 

352 °'l'iJJ& after deaning. Drying can be done by e.g. centrifuging, hot air or under 
nitrogen atmospheres. Steam with or without chemical additives is also used. Other 
drying agents are alcoholc; (isopropyl alcohol. ethanol). acetone and perfluoro
~ns. 

35.3 Orria&c of special greases. In some cases the grease can be applied mechanical
ly directly. In other cases water-based emulsions can serve as carriers of the grease. 
Solvent-based emulsions that are compatible with the perfluorinated grease can also 
be used for these purposes. 

3.5.4 Leak detection in conjunction with maintenance can be done with helium. 

3.5.S Use of ODDs (e.g. ca., CfC-113 ) as a standard laboratoQ" solvent e.g. as per 
Swedish Standard SIS 028145 which mandates use of CFC-113 for oil/grease 
analyses. This is assessed to be difficult area to remedy. Use of ODSs in analyses 
has been proposed for a UNEP exemption for the near future. 

355 Use of CFC-113 for decontamination in the nuclear indlll!!J can be replaced by 
aqueous cleaning whereby the object is blasted with a slurry of water and 
aluminium oxide/glass in particulate form (0.1 mm). The water from the collected 
residue is evaporated while the solid residues ar~ immobilized and disposed of as 
radioactive waste. 

3.6 P~ible environmental problems with the alternatives. 

A criteria for hazard evaluation being developed for the European Community 
is depicted in Table 3.9. the major concern are the biochemical degradation, acute 
toxicity and bioaccumulation potentials. For the case of volatile organic compounds 
(VOC) which give rise to increased "low level" atmospheric ozone levels (in 
contrast to strato5pheric depletion of the ozone layer) Table 3.10 depicts a 

...,._ MilieutN.A. 1994·01·1S 
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classification thal can be used as a guide for adequate counter measures according 
to domestic regulations. 

Table 3.9 Criteria values used as a guide for determining the environmental 
toxicity of a system 

Parameter 

Biochemical 
degradation 

Toxicity: 

Rat 
Fish 
Daphnia 
Algae 

Bioaccumulation 
Bioconcentration 
Octanol/water 
Molecular weight 

Test Method 

OECD's test 
(Ready bio
degradability) 

BOD = Biochemical Oxygen Demand ( 5; 28 days resp.) 
DOC = Dissolved Organic Carbon 
ID = Lethal Dose 
LC = Lethal Concentration 
EC = Effect Concentration 
BCF = BioConcentration Factor 
K_ = Coefficient of Partition (n-octanol/water) 
M = Molecular weight 

Criteria Value 

ID,. s 25% 
LC,. s 0.1 mg/I 
EC,. s 0.1 mg/I 
EC,. s 0.1 mg/I 

BCF ~ 100 
K_ ~ 1000 
Ms 1000 
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Table 3.10 Oassification of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) (3). 

More important VOO 

Alkenes 
Aromatics 
Alkanes 
Aldehydes 
Biogenics 

Im in.portant VQCs 

Alkanes 
Ke tones 
ketone 
Alcohols 
Esters 

4ast important voo 

Alkanes 
Alkynes 
Aromatics 
Aldehydes 
Ke tones 
Alcohols 
Esters 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons 

Comments 

> C6 alkanes except 2,3 dimethylpentanes 
All aldebydes and benzaldehyde 
Isoprene 

C3 - CS alkanes and 2.3 dimethylpentane 
Methyl ethyl ketone and methyl t-butyl 

Ethanol 
All esters except methyl acetate 

Methane and ethane 
Acetylene 
Benzene 
Benzaldehyde 
Acetone 
Methanol 
Methyl acetate 
Methylene chloride 
Trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene 

Waste from cleaning processes contain solid residues, hydrocarbons, solvent and 
water. Waste should be treated with recirculation of some materials and/or sent 
for destruction. 

The alternatives to CFCs may give rise to new environmental problems. These 
can be divided into: 

- Water pollution with increased discharges of e.g. heavy metals, tensides (nonyl 
phenolethoxylates (NPE) and nonyl phenols (NE)) and complexing agents. These 
pollutants can cause adverse biodegradability and/or synergistic toxicity, e.g. 
NPE and NE are targeted for introduction into the OECD risk reduction 
programme. 

New technology tascd on e.g. chemical precipitation, filtration. re.verse osmosis, 
ion exchange, adsorption. evaporation etc. can drastically reduce effluent volumes . 
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Such systems are already on the market. 

- Air Pollution Increased emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
contribute to formation of atmospheric ozone and the greenhouse effect. Cenain 
other compounds (e.g. I.I.I-trichloroethane. HCFCs) also contribute to 
depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer. 

Appendix 6 summarizes guidelines for what is considered to be the best 
available technology, BAT, for some of the alternative methods, which do lead 
to increased VOC emissions. It is estimated that the solvent emissions can be 
reduced by 80-90 percent if these recommendations are followed. This means 
that solvent losses can be reduced from 2-5 kg/h,m2 of bath area with 
conventional practice to 02-05 kg/h.m 2 of bath area. For certain alcohol-based 
and partially aqueous systems, the losses are around 0.03-0.05 kg/h,m2 (3,16). 

- Occupational by_giene standards and fire safety standards must also be met when 
alternative solvents are used. Regarding fire safety, taking the use of ethanol 
·within enclosed fortifications, as an example, LEL = 67 g/m1

, density 0.8 g/ml. 
(LEL = lower explosion limit). 
- At an evaporation rate of IO I/Sh a minimum ventilation of 140 m1/h per 
machine may be required (i.e at a concentration limit IO percent LEL). 
Addedly, electrical supply should be clamped via the exhaust channels and the 
dpor handle to the room should be earthed. Adsorption filters within such 
enclosed room add to the risk and may require additional classifications. 
- Solvent transpon and storage in the vicinity of the cleaner should be reduced 
to the absolute minimum and monitored 
- Alarm systems should be installed and backed up by fire extinguishers (water. 
or preferably non-halon. foam type). 
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4.0 PHASING-Our PROBLEMS REI.A1ED TO SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE 
INDUSIRIAL UNITS 

Medium and small industrial units (SMis) in developing countries are typically 
locally owned enterprises and usually capital strett::ed. Usually they are 
understaffed with respect to expertise. A major problem is identification and reach 
out to these enterprises with information. 

Care also has to be exercised that competitiveness between various SMls is not 
offset when assistance is availed to one and denied or delayed to another. A phase 
out programmt. has to be devised in a manner that unnecessary red tape is 
minimized and investment is timely. Also an assessed robust and reliable 
technology bas to be provided. It is vital that experts from the implementing 
ageocies take the local conditions into mind. In some countries supply of state of 
the art equipment may be difficult to obtain in the light of poiicy from government 
to save on foreign exchange and desire to develop or use local suppliers. For some 
alternatives, constant advice and back up support is necessary for some time after 
commissioning. Unless a framework has been established to take care of problems 
emanating after start up the exercise of ODS phase out may result in failures. 

The MF assistance is devised for coordination via government focal pointS. lbis 
· may be necessary for coordination and monitoring purposes but ca& result in a 

bottle neck for the users due to inertia in governmental institutions. With rapid 
phase out occurring in developed countries, pressure is put on so that imports 
should also be ODS-free or not manufactured with ODSs. This may entail phase 
out time schedules for SMis in developing countries, those who depend upon export 
to developed countries, that comply with those of the developed countries. Some 
countries are introducing labelling requirements for products manufactured or 
containing ODSs. This aspects is an extra burden for the local SMis. 

It is important in light of above to have an implementing mechanism that addresses 
or is able to cope with contingencies arising in cases of delays. 

Firstly it is vital to advise SMis about what costs are eligible for funding. This issue 
is addressed further in Section 5 below. Secondly it is vital that a transfer of know
how is made to local experts who have the time to put together relevant packets 
within a specific time period. This issue is addressed in Section 6 below. There is 
the advantage of achieving an economy of scale as well project appraisal robustness 
for all parties involved, i.e. SMls, local government, fie implementing agency, the 
MF and donors. Lastly, in reiteration, a back-up support mechanism (i.e. domestic 
technical expertise) needs to be in place that recognizes local short-comings and 
can troubleshoot in time and at low cost. 
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5.0 COST OF PHASING-Olff (INVFSfMENT COSTS. OPERA TING COSTS, 
INCREMENTAL COSTS) 

Montreal Fund assistance essentially provides funding for incremental cost 
reimbursement to the local enterprises ( 18, 19). 

Basis for incremental Costs Calculation Method can be summarised as follows: 

1. Determine all eligible capital costs using detailed budget estimates (consider 
estimates from more than one supplier). Taxes levied on equipment purchases 
or imports must be excluded from investment costs calculations. Include all one
time costs that are directly related to ODS reduction, including: 

- design 
- equipment 
- patents or licenses 
- construction 
- installation 
- training 
- start-up 
- permanent working capital 

. The subproject proponent is also entitled to reimbursement for any expenses 
incurred during project development including preparation of the preinvestment 
study or any environmental impact study/statem~nt. ODS phase out project 
development costs that can be documented by the SMis should be included in 
the investment costs. 

2. Determine the economic life of the investment. Typically the economic life 
of an investment is the period over which the capital investment is depreciated. 

3. Calculate the net present value (NPV) using a discount rate equal to the 
opportunity cost of capital for the cumulative incremental recurring costs/ 
savings over the economic life of the project. 

NPV of recurring incremental costs and savings may be calcul~~c=d using a 
discount rate equal to the discount interest rate (or incremental <.:Ost of capital) 
using the following formula: 

:E,.,• R, 
NPV~,. = 

(1 +DI)' 

where 

NPV ~,. = NPV of incremental costs or savings 
R, = Net operating costs of the i the year 
DI = Discount interest rate or incremental cost of capital (ICC) 
n = Economic life of investment, generally taken as JO years. 
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Table 5.1 below reproduces the results of NPV K.11 calculations for R; = 100, 
DI = 10% and n = 1.2,3, 4 and 10 years 

Table S.l NPV qlues for yea~ 1-4 and IO. 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 10 

Annual lnc:rcmcalal Operating Costs, R, 100 100 100 100 100 

NPV._ 90.91 173.SS 2A8.b~ 316.99 614.46 

Determination of incremental recurring costs/savings requires a comparison 
between projected baseline operating costs for continued production with ODS 
and for production using non-ODS technology. Cost estimates should be based 
on estimates from suppliers. In many cases, the project will not effect recurring 
costs, i.e. the operating costs will be the same as before adoption of alternative 
technology. In such instances, the incremental re<.."llrring costs will be zero. 
Reimbursement for recurring costs according to the MF is limited to four years. 
Reimbursement for longer periods need to be approved on a case by case basis. 
Depreciation and interest are not to be included in the incremental operating 
cost calculations. Eligible incremental operating costs/savings may include: 

.- Raw materials and components 
- Electricity and other utilities 
- Labour 
- Maintenance 

4. Calculate the NPV of any benefits that result, such as revenues from sales of 
recycled ODS using a discount rate equal to the opportunity cost of capital. In 
most cases, projects will not affect revenues. 

5. Total incremental costs of a project may be calculated by employing the 
following formula: 

T = C + NPV..., - NPV,. 

Where 

T = Total incremental costs 
C = capital costs 
NPV re = NPV of incremental recurring costs 
NPV,. = NPV of incremental recurring savings 

For projects with no recurring savings or net benefits the above exercise is 
sufficient. 

6. Unit abatement costs (UAC) is an indicator of the cost effectiveness in terms 
of ODS reduction. The UAC is the annual cost required to eliminate 1 kg of 
ODS weighted for its ODP value. UAC indicator helps set priorities among 
ODS reduction projects. The most cost effective projects, those with the lo\. est 
UAC, should in most cases be implemented ahead of projects with a higher 
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UAC. It may borne in mind, however, that UAC is only one indicator of cost 
effectiveness for ODS phase-out projects. Other considerations, e.g. the 
cumulative ODS savings are also important effectiveness indicators. UAC can 
also be used to compare the costs among countries for similar projects. 

C(F) + (OC-OS/R) 
UAC = 

ODP 

Where 

UAC = Unit abatement cost USD/kg ODP /year 
C = ODS reduction investment cost, !nduding all initial one time costs such as 
technology and training 
F = Capital recovery factor; the annualized capital cost charges discounted at 
a standard rate of 10 percent per year over the economic life of the investment 
OC = the annual incremental operating costs in the first year of full operations 
OS/R = the annual incremental operating savings or revenue in the first year 
of full operations 
ODP = the annual ODS reduction at the first year of full operations expressed 
in ODP units . 
Caleulation of C(F): The annualized investment costs considers the total 
investment plus the amount of interest that would be repaid over the life of the 
project if the investment were a loan and if the loan was repaid in equal 
instalments. 

Case I: Interest (discount) rate 0% (no time value for money) 
C = Investment = UST) 100 000 
Economic life 10 years 
Discount rate = 0% 

Annualized investment cost C(F) = USO IO 000 

Case 2: Interest (discount) rate 10% (as used in the UAC formula) 
C = Investment = USO 100 000 
Economic life 10 years 
Discount rate = 10% 

Annualized investment cost C(F) = USD 16 275 

Table 5.2 below reproduces a typical breakdown of incremental operating 
costs/savings in the solvents sector 
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Table 5.2 Breakdown of Incremental Operating Cos~/savings 

Pn·project l Post· 

Uni! COSI. project 
Description Unit Qcy lOlal cost. 

toial cost. USS 
USS I USS 

--: 
A.O Sol~n1Jmed1a cosu per ~ar 

--
A. I CFC-113/Melhanol lr.g S.00 15.000 75.000 

A.2 MCF lr.g 1.50 60.000 90.000 0 

A.3 Plastic wet-media kg 6.00 7.000 0 42.000 

A.4 Water (90 llli recycling) m3 0.20 6.000 0 1.200 

8.0 Uectricity cosu per year -
B.1 Current systems kWh 0.10 36.000 3.600 0 

8.2 Wet-media process lr.Wh 0.10 1.soo.000 0 lS0.000 

8.3 AQueous cleaner lr.Wh 0.10 30.000 3.000 

C.O Water treatment cosu per year 

C. I . Media regeneration S.000 

C.2 filter maintenance 3.000 

TOl Al Pl\[·PllOJECT COSTS/YEAR 168.600 

TOTAL POST-PROJECT COSTS/YEAR 204.200 

TOTAL INCREMENT Al COSTS/YEAR 35.600 

Some benchmark unit abatement costs have been published by the World Bank 
(Sourcebook of Benchmark Unit Abatement Costs, October 1992). Table 5.3 
summarizes rounded costs for the Metal and Precision cleaning solvents subsector: 

Table S.J 

Sedor 

Solvents 

Some benchmark unil aba1emen1 ros1s ror 1he solvcnlS sector 

lit le l!AC (USO/kg ODS) 

Balch Conlinuous 

Reduction or CT-C em~ions 0.6 
Re..'Ollery/ruychng ot MC 1.6 
Subs1i1u1ion or O'C.113 wi1h llCFC 1.S..2.8 
Subs1i1U1ion or MC wilh llCFC O.J.2.9 
Subs1i1u1ion or MC wi1h organic: solvenis 8.7-11.1 
Subs1i1u1ion or MC wi1h chlorinalcd soM:nlS 20.5-22.8 
Subs1i1u1ion or MC wilh semi-aqueous clean 0.2-2.6 
Subs1i1ulion CTC113 wilh semi-aqueous 0.04-1.3 
Subs1i1u1ion or MC with aqueous cleaning 7.2-9.6 
SubstilUlion or CFC·l 13 wi1h aqueous cleaning 3.4-4.7 

1.9 
6.8 
1.4 
S.J.7.1 
4.t-S.8 
4.2-S.9 
S.8-1.S 
J.8-3.7 
4.5-6.2 
1.3-6.2 

Some additional comparisons of costs are tabulated below for systems discussed 
above. 
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Table S.4 Estimate of Capital anJ Operating Costs (20). 

Application: 
Production l..oad: 

Removal of machinery oils and soils from small metal parts and stamping 
II! m2/h (14-W m2/wt.) 

Bath life: 64 h withi>Ut l'CCO\'Cry 

CAPITAL COSTS 

Equipment 

- 1020 I tan&; with heater 
(9100 x 9100 x 12200 mm) 

- Rinse tank 
- CA:lmoqor 
- Ceramic membrane rcrovcry 

system (0.1 m3 /h) 
- Drying Unit, 2S kWh 

(9100 x 9100 x 12200 mm) 

Total Capilal C4sr (CC) 

OPERATlNG COSTS 

- Ocaner rost 
a) (125 I c:i>nccnlrate/1155 m2 x 
1440 m2/w i 52 w/y x 2.33 USO/I) 
b) (46% or (a) USD 18 900/y) 
c) Bcctricity 

(1.5 hp x 0.745 kWh/h x 
260 d/y x USO 0.06/kWh x 16 h/d) 
d) Chemical deaning 
(l loc x USO 7/loc x 52 d/y) 
e) TCE, 0.86 USO/kg (45.8 t/y) 

- Water cost 
(7.6 l/m x 60 m/h x '6h/d x 
260 d/y x 0.0008 USO/, 

- Dl}ing cos1 
(20 kW x 40 h/w x 52 w/y x 
0.06 USD/kWh) 

- Dispo&-11 cost 
a) (1135 I of I~ clcancr/1155 m2 x 
1440 m2/w x 52 w/y x 0.0'J USD/I) 
b) (Recovery soil; 19 1/w x 52 w/y x 
0.()C) USD/1) 
c) TCE; (9 drums; USD 175/drum) 

- Maintenance 
(2%of CC) 

- Labour 
(2.S h/w x 52w x 20 USD/h) 
(Recovery unit 
0.25 b/d x 260 d/y x USD 20/h) 
- Steam llcat 
(0.83 m2 x 2000 DTIJ/h,ft2 x 
52 w/y x 80 h/w x 
USO 6/1000000 IITU) 

Total 0,-atinf C.osrs 
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AQUEOUS SYSTEM AQUEOUS SYSl"EM 
WllllOllf RECOVERY wnu RECOVERY 
USD USO 

7 ."-00 
6 ;:-0 

800 

IS 800 

10850 

USD/y 

18 900 

I 500 

2 500 

6 600 

600 

2600 

450 

.111.'iO 

7 500 
6 i50 

21000 

IS 800 

51850 

USD/y 

8 700 

1400 

360 

1 500 

2 500 

90 

1 000 

2 600 

1 300 

450 

19900 

SOLVThT (TCE) 
llALOGENATED 
USD 

USD/y 

39400 

1600 

2600 

nor included/no chilling'°'' 

41600 
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Typical investment cost for aqueous b:ised system vary. Ar. indicative cost overview 
is provided in Table 5.5. Operating cost tend to vary between 10-45 percent and 
depend upon the scale of operations. The higher operating costs reflect the smaller 
users. 

Table 55 Some typical custs and operating costs for a large aqueous S}'Slem 

Supplier Stage Consm1ction Dimension Capital Cost Annual Opcr.iting Cost 
Material mm (luw) USD USD 

A I <j(ajnlcss Steel (SS) 350x700 3100 
8 I Mild Steel (MS) 550x700 7 300 
8 I SS 550x700 9800 
8 2 SS 800dlOO 27000 
B 3 SS 1200J2200 61 000 
c 2 SS 900xl300 24 400 
c 3 SS 900x2500 45 000 
D 4 SS 1500x1500 298 0001> 24 400•> 

IJ Includes cust for installation and Ult.afiltration equipment (21). 

Table 5.6 ln~-cstment and operating costs for Membrane Filtration (Ultr.afiltration (UF) and combined UF and Rcvci;sc 
Osmam (RO)). 1lic ca~ty has been es1imated on the basis of 250 d/y operation v.ith UF-nux of JOO 1/m .. h 
and a RO nux or 20 1/m2 ,h (22). 

UF Capiul Co51 Operating UF+RO Capital Operating Annual 
Membrane Co.\t c.ost•> Membrane Co5t Cost Cap;icity 
Arca USD t:SD/m3 Arca USD USD/m3 ml/y 
m2 mz 

I 18300-24400 0.24-050 l+S ~61000 0.85-1.22 600 
2 18300-36600 0.24-050 2+10 30500- 85400 0.85-1.22 1200 
3 2440()...42700 0.24-050 3+ 15 36600- 97600 0.85-1.22 1800 
4 24-l-00-6 7000 0.24-050 4+20 36600-122000 0.85-1.22 2400 
5 24400-73200 0.24-050 5+2~ 42700-146300 0.85-1.22 3000 

ll Includes cost for elc:ctriciry (USD 0.06/k\\'h). membrane cleaning chemicals & maintenance. 

Cost for membrane replacement is excluded from the above estimates. Life span 
of membranes vary considerably and is a function of pH, operating temperature 
and material of construction of the membrane. Ceramic membrane lifespans are 
not yet available. Organic membranes have a life span that varies between 6 
months to two years depending on the operating conditions. Membrane costs 
including module costs are depicted in Table 5.7 below. 

Table S.7 Membrane cosls (22). 

Membrane C.OSt 
USD/m2 

Ceramic, tubular 3700 
Organic, tubular 250 
Organic, spiral (RO) 125 

Mensa Mili~H.A. 1994·01·15 
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Cost for vacuum evaporation equipment varies depending upon maker. Table 5.8 
below depicts the range of cost. The annual capacity is based on a 250 day 
operation per year. 

TAl>lc S.8 lnvcs1men1 coas fOI' wcuvm cqpon1ion cquipmcn1 (22)-

20-40 
60-100 

lS()..1.00 
1.00-300 
~.500 

Capital Cost 
USO 

24400- 42100 
42100- 67100 
54~85400 
67100.103100 
91S00-146300 

120- 240 
J(il)...600 

~11.00 
J20()..JID) 

2400-3000 

°Energy consumption is dependant on the configuration and ranges between 50-200 
kWh/m' of evaporated fluid. This is equivalent to 3.05-122 USD/m' (0.061 
USD/kWh). Maintenance is equivalent to 1,5-2% of investment costs per year. 
Annual operating cost for treating 1000 m3/y would accordingly be 43 USD/m3 

on the basis of an energy consumption of 50 kWh/m' and 13.4 USD/m' on the 
basis of 200 kWh/m3

• Development with respect to energy effectivization is rapid, 
however. There are evaporators in the market with an energy consumption of 15 
kWh/m'. It may be borne in mind that it is also possible to utilize waste energy for 
evaporation. 

The total costs associated with the phase out of ODS-solvents at an aircraft 
maintenance facility, equivalent to a grouping of a number of small operations, 
recently has been estimated at about 700 000 USO equivalent to about USD 54 
USD/kg of ODS phased-out (Table 5.9). 

Table S.9. Cos1 0\-crvicw for Subsritulion of Ozone Dcplcaing Solvenas al an aircraf1 maintenance facili1y. 

l'\o SHOP DEGRF.ASER ODS-Use AJ.TERNATIVE ODS cosr 
00 tonncs/y REDUCTION %USD 

I Engine 8.0 (1,1,l·TCE) - Conscrv.11ion 40 3 000 
-Aqueous 100 280 000 
- trichloroc:lhylenc 100 40 000 

2 Avionics/ 1 1.6 (CFC-113) - Conservation 40 2 cm 
Oxygen S)'Slems 1 - PFC/IPA 100 SS 000 

- n-hepcanc 100 negligible 
3 Filler 1.0 (CFC-113) - Conscrv.tlion 40 2 000 

- Terpc:nc based 100 60 000 
- No Oc:an 100 llOI available 

4 Fuel&. 
Hydraulic 2 2.0 (CFC-113) - Conscrv.tlion 40 3 000 

- Tc:rpc:ne based 100 60 000 
-Aqueous 100 25 000 

s Aerosols and 
ochers n.a. 1,4 (CFC &. TCE) - llC, llCFC. llFC 100 equivalent 

ALL SHOPS 6 14.0 100 580 000 
lmplcmcnaation 
Tc:chnic:al Suppon 
Training/Operating Ill(, CO) 

1(,6 000 
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6.0 METIIODOLOGY OF TRANSFER TO ODS-FR.EE PROCF.SSFS IN RELA
TION TO SMAIL AND MEDIUM SIZE ENTERPRISF.S 

A methodology for facilitating ODS-free Alternative Technology Transfer to Small 
and Medium Sized Units is needed particularly due to the diffirult nature of the 
exercise. The SMis are usually numerous. wide spread and in many cases reserved 
in approaching the governmental establishment. Reaching out to SMis is a tedious 
exercise and for a successful implementation of phase out exercise engagement of 
local expertise is essential. The local C;xpertise should preferably be a production 
engineering oriented institution and should have chemical expertise on band. 
Active engagement of the domestic expert institution, training of its personnel in 
the various aspects of technology transfer and cost is vital. 

Incentives need to be provided to the domestic/regional institution for successful 
identification and implementation of each projects. Incentives can be pro rata and 
subject to negotiation. 

In the exercise of know-how transfer. initially foreign expertise should be provided 
for the training of the local experts. The expatriate expertise should demonstrate 
a full cycle of project implementation. The projects should be preferable of a 

• varied nature both regionally and technology wise. Addedly, it is recommended 
tliat the technology should be modem but robust and suitable: to the needs of the 
developing countries. 

For the Metal/Precision Oeaning Sub-sector. the scope of an overall programme 
should provide assistance packets consisting of the following segments: 

1. - a systemized reference manual on state of the art ODS-free technologies 
including good housekeeping practices, 

2. - costs associated with the a:ternatives, 

3. - identification and training (including transfer of technology) of indigenous 
technical institution. 

This sub-programme should facilitate local/regional dissemination of 
technical know-how including awareness packets through indigenous 
experts. The programme should ensure coordination/implementation of 
sub-projects with appropriate technology; and provide a collation point ( 
e.g. to various enterprises) for indigenous technical progress in the sub
sectors. 

The sub-~ectoral local expert institution should also service, by providing 
monitoring support and data, the National Focal Point responsible for 
reporting on ODS phase-out progress. 

4. - technical back-u12fsupport with collation and trouble-shooting of post 
installation difficulties with sub-sectoral phase out projects enabling a cost 
effective phase-out of ODS in programme countries. 

flensa Milieu/N.A. 1994-01-15 
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5. lndependem assessment/review should be catered for to ensure the 
soundness of the implementinr technologies and subsequent commissioning 
of ODS-free technologies. Independent assessment should also scrutinize 
the quality of back-up service being provided to the SMls by the 
domestic/regional institution. 

Mensa MiliC!U/H.A. 1994·01·15 
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7.0 TRAINING NEEDS 

Training needs for implementing ODS-free technology in the metal and precision 
cleaning sub-sector is dependant upon the availability and identification of qualified 
local institution. These may be local or regional in reach. A training exercise 
would need to be adaptable for each circumstance. The main aspect~ of the 
exercise can nevertheless be identified as follows: 

I. Recruitment of local expert/institution or focal point (FP) 

2. Selection of a number of geographically out spread sites 

3. Designing of a detailed programme addressing: 
- formulation of an appropriate questionnaire 
- data collection on the SMis 
- analyses of the data 

4. Know-how transfer to the FP and SMis. e.g. on specific focused, reliable and 
robust technologies 

5. Evaluation of a quantum of projects with the FP and NFP. assessment according 
to MF guidelines and participation in obtaining approval of the projects 

6: Implementation of the projects at the SMis. 

7. Monitoring methodology for the implemented projects and provision for rapid 
local trouble shooting with the SMis. 

Merw.a Milieu,/H.A. 1994·01·15 
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APPENDIX 1 
STATUS OF RA11FICATION OF TIIE MONTREAi. PROTOCOi. AND UST 

OF COUN11UES EIJGIBI J~ FOR FUNDING 

The Montreal Protocol, as amended in London, Article 4, controls trade of 
Panics \\ith non-Panies. As of January 1993, each Party shall ban the export of 
substances in Annex A (5 main CFCs: CFC-I I, CFC-12. CFC-113, CFC-114, CFC-
115 and halon.-;) and. as of IO August 1993, the export of suhstances in Annex 8 
(other CFCs, c-.irhon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform (1,1,1-trichloroethane)) 
to any non-Party. For the purpose of Annex 8, any Party which has not ratified the 
London Amendment is a non-Party. 

Paragraph 8 of Anicle 4, however, provides for a non-Party being exempt from 
trade restrictions if it provides data to prove compliance with the Protocol. Non
Parties, whether to the Montreal Protocol or to its London Amendments, that 
furnish data before 31 March 1993 will be exempt from trade restriction.c; until the 
5th Meeting of the Parties (November 1993), which will examine their data. Article 
5 Parties benefit from a IO year grace period for phasing out the controlled 
substances for their basic domestic needs. 

Only developing countries which arc parties to the Protocol and whose annual 
per capita consumption of ozone depleting substances is less than 0-1 kg are eligible 
to receive assistance from the Montreal Ozone Trust Fund. ll1cse Parties arc 
referred to as Article S countries. 

Parties to the Montreal Protocol ( 117 Parties; a~ of June 1993) are as follows. 

• A~terisks denote Article 5 Parties; Ratifiers of the London Amendment are 
underlined. 

Algeria• Antigua and Barhmta• Argentina• Australia 
Austria Bahamas Bahrain• Bangladesh• 
Barbados• Belarus Belgium Botswana• 
Brazil• Brunei Darussalam• Bulgaria Burkina Faso• 
Cameroon• Canada Central African 

Chile• China• 
Repuhlic• 
Costa Rica• Cote d'Ivoire" 

Croatia• Cuba• Cypr.1s'" Czech and 
Slovak Rep. 

D~nmark Dominica• Ecuador• 
Ec.vvt• El Salvador" European 

Community 
Fiji• Finland France Gambia• 
Germany Ghana• Greece Grenada• 
Guatemala• Guinea Hungary Iceland 
India• Indonesia• Iran• Ireland 
llii!rl Italy Jamaica• Japan 
Jordan• Kenya• Kiribati• Kore-a (J{ep.) 
Kuwait I .cha non• Libyan Arah 

Jamahiriya• 

~ Mili~N.A. 1994·01·15 
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Liechtenstein l.uxemhourg Malawi• Malaysia• 
Maldives• Malta Marshall 

Island._• 
Mauritius• Mexico• Monaco Netherlands 
New Zeal~md Nicaragua• Niger• Nigeria• 
NNwav Pakistan• Panama• Papua New 

Guinea• 
Paraguav• Peru• Philippines• 
Poland Portugal Rumania• Russian 

Federation 
Saint Kitts 
and Nevis• Samoa• Saudi Arahia Senegal• 
Sey:chelles• Singapore Slovania• South Africa 
Spain Sri Lanka• Sudan• Swaziland• 
Sweden Switzerland Syrian Arab 

Republic• Tunisia• 
Thailand• Togo• Trinidad 

and Tobago• 
Turkey• Uganda• Ukrainian SSR United Arab 

Emirates 
United Kingdom United States Uzbekistan Tanzania• 

(United 
Repuhlic oO 

Uruguay• Venezuela• 
Yugoslavia• Zambia• Zimbabwe• 

Parties that did not ratify the London amendment but submitted data m 
accordance with decision IV /17C: 

Belgium, Hong Kong, Jor<lan•, Malta, Nicaragua•, Sudan-, Turkey•, Uruguay• 

Non-Party countries that submitted information pursuant to Decision IV /17C: 

Comoros, Congo, Dominican (Rep.), Gahon, Guyana, Lao (People's Democratic 
Rep. of), Lithuania, Madagascar, Mali, Myanmar, Slovak (Rep.), Solomon Islands, 
Surinam, Vietnam. 

To obtain the most current list of Parties to the Montreal Protocol, check the 
official "Status of Ratification of the Montreal Protocol" which is updated every 
month. This document is obtainable from the UNEP Ozone Secretariat, the Fund 
Secretariat or UNEP IE/PAC. 
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APPENDIX 2 

CFC TRADE NAMr~ AND CFC-113 CONTENT OF SEI ECIBD PRODUcrs 

TABLE -1. CFC TRADE NA!v~s 

Company 

ICI 

Dupon-. 

L~!i Chem 

ISC Chemicals 

r.llied 

~!on~efluos 

;~s.:;~i Glass 

[1.:: r:: n 

~ Mili«A/H.A. 1994-01-15 

Count:ry 

UK 

us 

France 

Germany 

Germany 

UK 

us 

It:aly 

Japan 

Japan 

Japan 

Japan 

Trade Name 

Arkione 

Freon 

Frir,en 

Kalt:ron 

Fluorisol 

Gene solve 

Dclifrene 

Fronsolve 

Dai fl on 

CG Triflon 

Flon Showa Solvent 
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TABLE D-2. CFC-113 co~rENT OF SELECTED PRODUCTS 

Compar.v Product: I CFC-113 

Dupont Freon TMS 94.05 
Freon TES 95.2 
Freon SMT 69 
Freon MCA 62.S 
Freon TA 88.9 
Freon TDF 99.9 
Freon nm 602 91.5 
Freon TP3S 65 
Freon TE3S 65 
Freon TMC SO.S 
Freon TF 100 
Freon PCA 100 

Asahi Glass Co., Lt:d. Fronsolve 100 
Fronsolve AE 96 
Fronsolve AP 65 
Fronsolve AM 50.5 
Fronsolve AES 96 
Fror.solve AMS 94 
Fronsolve AD-7 99.5 
Fronsolve AD-9 99.5 
Fronsolve AD-17 83 
Fronsolve AD-19 82 
Fronsolve UF-1 80 
Fronsolve UF-4 86 
Fronsolve UF-5 90 
Fronsolve AC 87.5 
Fronsolve AW 97 
Nanof ron E 96 
Nanofron A 75 
Nanof ron B 65 

Central Glass Co. , CG Tri fl on 100 
Ltd. CG Triflon E 96 

CG Tri fl on p 65 
CG Tri fl on M 50.5 
CG Tri fl on ES 95.5 
CG Tri fl on EF. 92 
CG Triflon E35 65 
CG Triflon MES 93.3 
CG Tri fl on Cl 98.7 
CG Triflon 01 99.) 
CG Triflon 03 99.4 
CG Triflon Wl 91.2 
cc Tri fl on A 87.5 
CG Tri fl on FD 78 
CG Tri fl on er 90 
CG Tri flo-.1 EC 85.5 
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TABLE D-2_ CFC-113 CONTENT OF SELECTED PRODUCTS 
(Continued) 

Comoanv 

Daikin Indcstries, 
Ltd. 

Du Pont-Mitsui 
Fluorochemicals Co., 
Ltd. 

IC! PLC 

Product 

DAIFLON S3 
DAIFLON S3-E 
DAIFLUN S3-P35 
DAIFLON S3-MC 
DAIFLON S3-ES 
DAIFLON S3-Y6 
DAIFLON S3-EN 
DAI FI.DN S 3- HN 
DAIFLON S3-A 
MAGICDRY MD-E6 
MAGICDRY MD-E35 
MAGICDRY MD 201 
MAGICDRY MD 202 
MAGICDRY MD 203 

Freon TF 
Freon TE 
Freon T-P35 
Freon THC 
Freon TES 
Freon T-E6 
Freon T-E35 

% CFC-113 

100 
96 
65 
50.5 
95 3 
91.5 
86 
90 
87.5 
9l. 
65 
99_5 
9~_5 

99_5 

100 
95_5 
64.7 
50.5 
95.2 
94 
65 

Freon T-DEC 93.5 
Freon T-DECR 64.5 
Freon THS 94.0 
Freon SMT 69.1 
Freon T-Bl 98.6 
Freon T-DA35 99.7 
Freon T-DA35X 99.6 
Freon T-DFC 99.9 
Freon T-DFCX 99.9 
Freon T-~602 91.5 
Freon TA 88.9 
Freon MCA 63 

ARKLONE P 
ARKLONE PSM 
ARKLONE L 
ARKLONE AS 
ARKLONE AM 
ARKLONE K 
ARKLONE W 
ARKLONE EXT 
ARKLONE AMO 

100 
100 
97.l 
96 
94.2 
75 
91. 5 
64.7 
9/..1 



TABLE D-2. CFC-113 CONTENT OF SELECTED PRODUCTS 
(Continued) 

Companv Product: % CFC-113 

Showa DPnko K K. Fl on Showa FS-3 100 
Fl on Showa FS-3E 96 
Fl on Showa FS-3P 65 
Fl on Shew a FS-3M 50.5 
Fl on Showa FS-3ES 96 
Fl on Showa FS-3MS 50.5 
Fl on Showa FS-30 99.9 
Fl on Showa FS-3\l 91.5 
Fl on Showa FS-3A 87.5 
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APPENDIX 3 

1.1.1-TRICHLQROE'llIANE TRADE NAMFS AND CONfENT OF SEl.ECfED PRODUCfS 

"ianufacturer 

ICI 

Doi.' 

AtoChem 

Solvay 

PPG 

Vulcan 

Asahi Glass 

Toagosei 

Kanto Denka Kogyo_ 

Central 

Tosoh 

Trade Name 

Genklene 
Prcpaklone 

Chlorothene* (R) Industrial Solvent 
Chlorothene* (R) NU 
Chlorothene* (R) SH 
Chlorothene* (R) VG 
Chlorothene* (R) XL 
Chlorothene* (R) SL Solvent 
Dowclene (R) EC-CS 
Dowclene* (R) LS 
1Dowclene* (R) EC 
Prelete* (R) Defluxer Solvent 
Proact~ (R) Solvent 
zAerothene* (R) TT Solvent 
Aerothene* (R) TA Solvent 
Film Cleaning Grade 
S. E.M. I. Grade 
3Methyl Chloroform, Low Stabilized - PY 
3Methyl Chloroform, Low Stabilized 
3Methyl Chloroform, Technical 

Baltane 

Solve thane 

Tri ethane 

1,1,1, Tri 

Asahitriethane 

1,1,1, Tri 

Kanden Triethane 

1,1,1, Tri 

Toyoclean 

* Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company. 

1 75 percent 1,1,1-Trichloroethane and 25 percent perchloroethane. 

2 Aerosol Grade. 

- Non-trademark product names . 
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TABLE D-4. 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE CONTn:T OF SELECTED PRODUCTS 

Manuf act:urer 

Asahi Chemical Indusry, 
Co., Ltd. 

Asahi Glass Co., Ltd. 

Central Glass Co., Ltd. 

ICI PLC 

Kanta Denka Kogyo Co., 
Ltd. 

Trade Name 
1.1,1-Trichloroethane 

Content % 

ETHANA NU 
ETHANA VG 
ETHANA AL 
ETHANA HT 
ETHANA RD 
ETHANA IRN 
ETHANA FXN 
ETHANA SL 
ETHA.NA TS 
ETHANA RS 
TAFCLEN 

(Dry cleaning solvent) 

94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
90 
90 
94 
94 
84 
90 

AQUADRY 50 94 

ASAHI TRI ETHANE 
ASAHITRIETHANE ALS 
ASAHITRIETHANE UT 
ASAHITRIETHANE LS 
ASAHITRIETHANE BS 
ASAHITRIETHANE VS 
ASAHITRIETHANE EC Grade 
SUNLOVELY 

(Dry Cleaning Solvent) 

CG TRIETHANE N 
CG TRIETHANE NN 
CG TRIETHA...~E NNA 
CG TRIETHA.NE F 

GENKLENE LV 
GENKLEN'E N 
GENKLENE A 
GENKLENE P 
PROPAKLONE 
GENKLENE LVS 
GENKLENE LVX 
GENKLENE LVJ 
GENKLENE PT 

KANDEN TRIETHANE R 
KANDEN TRIETHANE 11 
KAf;DEN TRIETHANE HA 
KANDEN TRIETHANE HAK 
KANDEN TRIETHANE E 
KANDEN TRIETHANE EP 
KANDEN TRIETHANE HR 
Y..ANDEN TRIETHJl.NE !IC 
KANDEN TRIETHANE !IF 

96 
93 
96 
96 
92 
91 
96 
95 

97 
96 
94 
97 

95.2 
95.4 
96.5 
99.7 
89.6 
95.7 
90.7 
95.2 
99.9 

97 
97 
94 
93 
98 
97 
94 
91~ 

91~ 
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TA.BLE D-4. l, l, 1-TRICHLOROETHANE CONTE!IT OF SELECTED PRODUCTS 

Manufacturer 

Kanto Denka Kogyo Co., 
Ltd_ (continued) 

Toagosei Chemical 
• Industry Co_, Ltd. 

Tosoh Corporation 

(Continued) 

Trade Name 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

Content % 

KANDEN TRIETHANE HG 94 
KANDEN TRIETHANE HS 99 
KANDEN TRIETIIANE HT 97 
KANDEN TRIETHANE N 100 
KANDEN TRIETHANE ND 97 
KMDEN TRIETHA.~E SR 90 
KANDEN TRIETHANE SRA 91 
KANDEN TRIETHANE EL 97 
KANDEN TRIETHANE ELV 97 

Three One-R 96 

Three One-S 95 
Three One-A 95 
Three One-AH 95 
Three One-S(M) 95 
Three One-F 95 
Three One-TH 95 
Three One-HS 95 
Three One-EX 90 
Shine Pearl 94 

(Dry Cleanini Solvent) 

Toyoclean EE 97 
Toyoclean T 97 
Toyoclean SE 84 
Toyoclean 0 100 
Toyoclean HS 96 
Toyoclean IC 91 
Toyoclean NH 96 
Toyoclean AL 95 
Toyoclean ALS n 
Toyoclean EM 96 
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APPENDIX 4 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON MON1REAL PROTOCOL 

It is not possible in a publication of this nature to annex all the essential information needed. This 
part. therefore, provides a list of documents which could be found useful as guides or sources of 
information needed to prepare country programmes and project proposals for consideration by the 
Executive Committee. Some of the mater;aJs are routinely provided by the Fund Secretariat, the UNEP 
Ozone Secretariat in Nairobi and UNEP IE/PAC in Paris. However, all the essential documents, 
including those routinely distributed to governments are listed to make sure that governments or relevant 
agencies of governments have access to the infonr.ation available. Addresses of the sources and a brief 
description of the document, where necessary, have been providerl. 

SOURCE AND ADDRESS No. TITLE OF DOCUMENT BRIEF DESCRIPrlON 

The Fund Secretariat I The lnlerim Multilateral Fund for A four page fact shttt on the 
Montreal Trust Building the lmplemenlation of the Montreal Interim Multilateral Fund. 
27th Floor Protocol 
1800 McGill College Avenue 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
HJA 316 

2 Implementation Guidelines and Descrihes the roles and 
Criteria for Project Selection 1'C5J>O&ibilities of the Executive 

Committee aod the Implementing . Agencies, framework for activities 
supported by the Fund, project 
eligibility criteria, guidelines for 
setting priorities, reporting 
requirements. 

3 Procedures for Presentation of Describes format and content of 
Country Programmes and Project country programmes and project 
Proposals to the Executive proposals and approval procedures. 
Committee 

4 Guidelines for Presentation of Presents the specific criteria 
Projects and Criteria for Project considered in the project approval 
Approval process. 

5 Bilateral and Regional Co-operation Guidelines for channelling 20 % of 
Guidelines for Cost Assessment of pledged contribution through 
Bilateral and Regional Activities bilateral assimaoce. 

6 Whether Support of the Fund Could Discusses funding prior to a country 
be Given Retroactively becoming a Party to the Protocol. 

7 Whether the Fund Should Finance Criteria for financing projects 
Activities Related to Enterprises that relating to transnational 
are Wholly or Partly owned by corporations. 
T ransnalional Corporations 

8 Whether the Fund Should Finance Crilma for financing project<; 
Activities Related to Enterprises that relating to enterprises which are 
are Wholly or Partly owned by totally or partially owned by 
Countries that are not Parties to the countries that are not parties to the 
Monlreal Protocol Montreal Protocol. 

9 Further Definitions of Incremental Highlights praclical problems 
Cosls associated with incremental coi;I 

assessment and makes practical 
recommendati<lns for their 
resolution. 

10 Jnslilulional SlrcnJ?lhening Guidelines to be followed in 
applying for financial impport for 
inslitutional slrenglhening. 

11 Excculivc Commillcc Mccling Excculive Commill..:.c Dclihcration 
Reports anJ dii;cussions 



SOURCE AND Al>ORESS No. TITLE OF DOCUMENT BF..IEF DESCRIPTION I _.._ __ 
UNEP lndusuy and 12 OzonAction Newsleacr Quarterly newsleucr dedicated ro 

oz90e protection and the 
implcmcnution of the Montreal 
Protocol. Reports on activities and 
programmes being undcrukcn under 
the MonlrCal Protocol. 

Environment Progr.iffimc 
Activity Centre 
39-43 Qu:U AnJr! Ciuoi.'n 
75739 P:uis CEDEX 15 
France 

Ozone Secrclari:u 
UNEP 
P.O. Box 30552 
Nairobi 
Kenya 

13 Technical Brochure Series on 
Protecting the Ozone Layer 

Volume I 
Volume 2 

Volume 3 
Volume4 
Volume 5 

Refrigerants 
Solvents, Coatings and 
Adhesives 
Halons 
Foams 
Aerosols, Srerilants, 

. Carbonreuachloridc and 
Miscellaneous uses 

14 UNEP Regional Workshops 

15 Fll'Sl Rcgiooal Training Course on 
Refrigeration 

16 OAIC Document Abstracts 
(OAIC disk.cac wider preparation} 

17 Handbook for the Monttcal Protocol 
on Substances that Deplete the 
Oione Layer (1991) and 2nd Edition 
(1992) 

Montreal Protocol Assessment Panel and 
CommitlCC Reports (1989) and (1991): 

18 Economic Options CommitlCC 

A vail.lble in Arabic, Chinese, 
English, French and Sp:mish. I 
Easy-to-undcrsland documents that 

1 
provide an ovcrvicw of the rcchnical I 
options for phasing-out the l 
controlled substances. Based on the i 
UNEP Technical Options 
Committees reports, they arc 
designed for decision makers in 
govcmmcnt and industry in Article 5 
COWllrics. All lxochurcs available in 
English, French and Spanish (some 
lO be published in first quartec 
1993). 

Reports of UNEP's work.mop series I 
designed IO promote implcmcnralion 
of lhe Montreal Protocol in Aniclc 5 
COWiuics. Workshop n:pons 
available for Asia and lhe Pacific 
(1991). West Asia and Arabic 
Speaking Counlrics (1991), Latin 
America and the Caribbean (1992), 
and Africa (1992). 

Report of UNF.P' s technical &raining 
course foe Africa. held in Nairobi in 
December 1992. 

Abstracts and contact information for 
over 250 publications contained in 
the OzonAction library. Contains 
1echnical, policy. and programmatic 
literalllre from around the world 

Contains lhe Vienna Convention and 
the Montreal Protocol as amended in 
1990 and decisions of 2nd Meeting 
of the Parties. The 2nd edition 
provides footnol.eS of decisions of 
the 2nd and 3rd Meetings of the 
Panics. 

The 1991 editions provide updates. 
The Refrigeration Panel consider£ 
their 1991 report a new version th3n 
an updalC. The reports will be 
updated annually. 

Discll'>SCS lessons from the b'ansition 
and the wider policy conr.cnt -
economic efficiency, equity, 
international trade and environmental 
policies. Makes a number of 
recommendations IO the Parties. 

19 Halons Technical Options Presents use patlCms, crni~ion 
CommitlCC reduction strategics, halon 

alternative.<;, management of banked 

I halons. Discusses special needs of 
developing coulllries. 

-- -- ---- -·---------------------· -" ----------· -----·- -----·-
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20 Rigid and Rexible Foams Technical Presents technological options for 

Global Environmental 
Facility 
The World Bank 
1818 H Slreet, Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20433, 
USA 

Options Committee ptu.sing out CT-Cs in flexible and 
rigid foam manufacturing. 

21 Refrigeration. Air Conditioning and 
HC31 Pumps Technical Options 
Committee 

22 Solvents. Coatings and Adhesives 
Technical Optians Commiacc 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Aerosol and Slt:rilanlS Technical 
Options Commiucc 

Environmenlal Effects Panel (1989): 
Environmcotal Effects of Or.one 
Depiction; (1991) Update. 

Technology Review Panel (1989); 
Teclmology and Economic 
Asscsgncot Panel (1991) 

Medtyl bromide: Its Atmospheric 
Science. Technology and Economics, 
Montreal Protocol Assessment 
Supplement. Synthesis Report 

Sourccbook of Bcnctunarlc: Unit 
Abatement Costs (1992) 

28 Operational Inrcrpreaations of 
Incremental CoslS and Eligible 
Expenditures 

29 Ozone Projects Tru.st Fund Grant 
Agreement 

Presents options for eliminating CFC 
refrigerants and investigates lhe 
viability of HCFC and HFC as 
replacement refrigerants for each end 
~- I 
Discusses lhc solvent. coa1ing and 
adhesive uses of CFC-113 and 
medtylchlorof onn and the technical 
feasibility of replacing them with 
altcmalive chemicals oc prooesscs 

PrcsenlS options foe eliminating 
CFCs in aerosol products. 
su:rilizalion processes. Provides 
options for repb:cment of carbon 
tdraehloridc as feedstock and 
miscellaneous uses and Olhcr 
applications. 

Deals mainly with the diJcct effects 
of i.ncn:ascd uhra-violct B (UV-B) 
radiation on man and environmcnL 
The reports review and integrate 
scientific information oo potential 
effects associaled with ozone 
dccre.asc in an effort IO assist 
decision makers. particularly lhosc 
involved in the policy proce.ss. 

Provide comprehensive desaiplion 
of technically feasible reduction 
schedules. integration of lbc 
technical infonnation schedules of 
cr-c and halon reductions from the 
various use secrots and technical 
considerations of a phase-doWIL The 
1991 repon provides estima1es and 
period for use of transitional 
substitutes and describes implications 
of 1997 or earlier phase-OulS. 

Provides current understanding of the 
impact of methyl bromide on the 
01.one layer and on the uses of and 
alternatives lO methyl bromide. 

Responds to the need to detennine 
lhe relative cost-effectiveness of 
technically similar ODS phase-out 
activities across the world and to 
define a best cost approach to ODS 
pha.se-out within and between 
countries in the face of resource 
scarcity. 

Indicates the agreement to be 
concluded between the World Bank 
and a recipient Government prior to 
project implementation. 

~===--=-=-=-- c-.. - .. "7"-==---==--=--..,.--=:!.==,=!:========.::;-·'"·'·==-=-"'--'=· ... '. ,.,-=, --=·=-'-' ... 
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Annex 

SAMPLE EXEClffIVE PROJECT St:MMARY (EPS) 

This is a sample Executive Project Summary (EPS) is ba_~ on a fomiat used by the World 
Bank and contains the information n:quirm for approval by the Executive Committee. In some 
cases the summary has been ex.amplified to give a clearer understanding of what information is 
to be included in a project proposal. 

PROJECT COVER SHEET 

COUNIRY: Name of Article 5 country 

PROJECT lTIT..E: . Conversion of CFC Aerosol Plant to LPG 

SECTOR COVERED: Aerosols 

ODS CONSUMPTION IN SECTOR: 9420 mcuic tons ~ 12 in 1991 

PROJECT IMPACT (OBJECITVE): Phaseout 7,900 metric tons CFC 12 by year 1996 

PROJECT DURATION: Two years 

TOTAL PROJECT COST: US $5,200,000 

PROPOSED ODS GRANf 
(INCREMENT AL COS1): US $3,440,oop 

COST EFFECTIVENESS: US $.44/KG ODP 

NATIONAL COORDINATING 
AGENCY: Ministry of Industries 

COORDINATION WITH 01HER 
IMPLEMENTING AGENCY: UNEP_ UNDP_ UNIDO_ 01HER 

A- I 
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EXECUTIVE PROJECT SUMMARY FOR PROJECTS OVER US $500.000 

TTILE: CFC Conversion to LPG 

COUNlRY: Name of Article 5 counuy 

COST: us $5.200.000 

BACKGROUND 

I. The background informaJion section dacribu a project's long and shon tum objecrivu 
by summarizing project goals. It plaas IM projut objectives in IM wider contui of w 
implenumtation of IM Montreal Protocol for w counzry. 

This project aims at phasing out clorofluorocarbon (CFC) consumption in aerosols for the 
Eastern Province of by establishing a Liquificd pc:uolcum gas (LPG) purification plant and a 
centralized filling station. The availability of hydrocarboo aerosol propcllants (HAPs) and a 
central filling station in the Provincial Capital will lead to the elimination of one third of • s 
estimated CFC usc in aerosols or about 5,700 metric tOIUICS in 1995. In 1996, this could inCICaSC 
to 7 ,900 mcuic tonnes as the majority of manufacturers in the nearby areas begin to usc the 
pro\lincial filling station. 

2. lnformillion should also be given on w ozone depleting potential (ODP) of w substance 
to be phased-out and ozone depleting substance (ODS) consumption by sector and year. 

While a final counuy programme has not been approved, the following p~liminary 
information is available on the aerosols sector. The aerosol sector is charactc:rizcd by high 
growth. In 1989 consumption was 2,000 mcaic ton."lCS. This figure jumped to 4,800 in 1990. 
In 1991 aerosol consumption of <JCs reached 9,410 metric tonnes or 19 per cent of total ODS 
consumption. Of this 9,410 metric tonnes, about 2,300 metric tonnes were consumed in the 
Eastern Province. H uncontrolled, consumption is projected to reach 23,500 mcuic tonnes or 27 
per cent of estimated ODS consumption in 1996. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1. This should include a brief description of the production facilities, as well as w ownership 
of the enterprise, clearly stating to which enem it is owned by transnational companies, if any. 

The Otcmical Corporation is a totally nationally owned company. About one-third of all 
aerosol products ~ produo-..d in and around the capital city. Most arc manufactured within 50 
kilometres of the capital city's business centtc. For this project, the Chemical Corporation will 
establish an LPG purification plant and a centralized filling station. 
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2. The description should aplain why the project is needed. (rationale, justificmion. and 
aplanation of the problem the project is to address). 

The Corporation ·s dcvclopmcnc of an LPG purification plane and ao HAPs centralized filling 
station will allow for the immediate replacement of CFCs by bodl small and large manufacturers 
in dtc Provincial Capital area_ For small manufacturers. it may not be cost cffxtivc to install 
saf cty equipment nccdcd to handle fiUing of flanunablc prorcllants. They c!iscontinuc their CFC 
filling operations and contract with centralized filling station foc filling propellants. HAPs arc 
lypically four rimes chca!>Cf than CFCs by wcighL A portion of this cost saving will be passed 
on to small manufacrurcrs to encourage conversion to HAPs and to offset ttansponation costs to 
the centralized filling station. Larger manufacturers will convcn their filling lines foc use with 
HAPs which they will purchase from the Corporation. llJll>OMC! HAPs can be used by the filling 
station and large manufacturers until the purification plant is on line. . 

3. What are che aaions co be undenaken and what is to accomplished? 

This project includes four activities to ensure the succcssful development and operation of 
the purification plant and filling station: (i) establishment of a quality assurance laboratory. (ii) 
development of a safety monitoring programme for the filling and purification plants, (iii) 
overseas and local ttaining programmes in handling of flanunable products, product reformulation 
and use of other propellant alternatives; and, (iv) lab tests and trial runs. 

4. Wliac is the project relacion co and prwricy wichin, the Country ProgramrM? 

Previous country investigation have identified this as a high priority phase-out project. 
·-

5. What is the soundness of che technology chosen? 

This project is technically sound. as this provides an immediate reduction in ODS's using 
proven technology and substitute chemicals that arc both proven and available. Conversion of 
rapidly expanding aerosol industry from CFCs to LPG propellant is the most proven, cost 
effective option for rapidly reducing and eliminating CFC use in this sector. Another item that 
must also be addressed in the conve~ion of CFCs to hydrocarbon propellants is their safe use. 
National Environmental Protection Secretariat (NEPS) is responsible for assu~ng that the 
Government's policy on the shipments of propellants arc being met. Retraining of pcm>nnel to 
improve dtcir knowledge of aerosol safety will have to be undcnaken. Industrial fire training 
would also be necessary. 

6. Why is che projecc e/igibil for funding? 

Thc'"tountry is a Pany operating under paragraph I of Article 5. It has ratified the 1990 
London Amendment to the Montreal Protocol. Based on ~e information provided above, the 
project meets the Executive Commiaee's lmplcmcnmion Guidelines and Criteria for Project 
Selection (UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/3/18/Rev. 1 Annex ID). 
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PROJECT COSTS 

Total Cost: 

l. Whal is chL rationale for the projea· s budget atimates ? 

The total cost for this project is estimated at US $5,200,000. This cost will cover the 
development of an LPG purification plant and a HAPs centralized filling station. and include 
many of the compensable cost elc:ments taken note of by the Executive Committee in 
UNEP/OzLPro/ExC.ornf71ll. 

Incremental Cost: 

2. How was w incrOMntal cost cakulawl ? 

In recognition of the fact that HAPs arc cheaper than <SCs and that the positive return on 
this investment will be achieved in a ldativdy short time. the incranental cost of the project has 
been determined to be US $3,440,000. This was calcnlarcd by subu3cting from the total capital 
cost estimate, the net present value of operating costs ( $ X ) and benefits ( $ Y ) discounted 
ac I 0 per cent per year. 

• Note: This pan should inclutk an indicative budget figure showing all projected 
apendirures and the antidpaud timing of disbursement. TIU!re should also be a 
description of each budget iwn as wt!U as aplanation of how mch budget itt111 is 
functiolllJlly re/Oled to activiria. rationakfor du! budget estimates. and explanations 
of any in-lcind contributions and/or bilaural assistana. 

PROJECT FINANCING 

1. Summarize the enema.I and doTMstic financing arrangeTMntS for the project. highlighting 
complex cojinlbzcing arrangeTMntS. 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Summarize the plans for project implemenlalion and projea management arrangements, th. 
names and responsibilities of participating agencies and. if applicable, onlending arrangemenlS. 
The anticipated start-up and termination date for the implementation of the project and schedule 
for the various activities designed should also be included. 
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The Min~stry of Industries will be responsible for ovcrsccing lhe successful completion of 
chis projecc. le will be executed by the Chemical Corporation over a two year period following 
signacwc of a grant agrccmcnL An indicative schedule of events wilh estimated liming is 
included for infonnation: 

Project description 
Project appraisal mission 
Final project draft 
Legal document sent 
Financial negotiations 
Documents signed 
DislHmcmcnts 

June 
June 
August 
September 
dirough December 
January 
March 

Following the signing of legal documents with lhe Government. the time frame for pmjcct 
implementation. described in annual ~ rould be as follows: 

Procurement: 
Construction: 
Installation: 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

Quanc:r I through 3 
Quanc:r 2 through 4 
Quanc:r 3 through 5 

1. A statemem on rhe environmental soundness of the project, the obligation of the beneficiary 
compania 10 comply with aisling environmental standards and the mode of environmental 
review of rhe project is provided. Environmental screening is conducted during project 
preparation and .finalized during projea appraisal. 

PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY 

I. Explain how the project design conrribuies to the institutional and financial sustainability 
of the project. 

2. Explain how the projea addresses marker imperfections and summarizes rhe project's loan 
recovery features. 

LESSONS FROM PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 

I. Summarize lessons learned by the lmplemenring Agency (in this case rhe World Bank) from 
ongoing and completed operalions. 

Aerosol projects have been undertaken in ( X countries ) and lhese experiences were caJcen 
into account in lhe development of this project. 
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PROJECT BENEFITS AND RISKS 

1. Summarize che main projecc benefics. showing che expecced fino.1Zcial and economical race 
of recurn. 

2. Summarize relevant projecc risks. indicating key variables influencing project success. 

RATIONALE FOR USE OF MULTILATERAL FUND 

1. Indicate the contribuiions of the project to du! policy objeccives, inscilUlional development 
and othi!r goals for phasing-out ODS that are consistent wich che obligations of the country 
programme and th/! Montreal Protocol. 

2. Also. give che estimated cost-effectiveness of the projecc in US$ per Kg. 

ISSUES AND ACTIONS 

1. Discuss oUIScanding project issues and how they should be handled. 

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT 

1. A technical review should be provided with che project documenc. 

The Ozone Operations Resources Group (OORG) prepares the technical review on World 
Bank projects. 
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APPENDIX 5 

CONTACT ADDRESSES FOR OBTAINING FUNDING ASSISTANCE 

Interested countries, who wish w ~"Ck assistance from the Fund can contact one of lhe following 
addresses: 

I. The Fund Secret:arfat 

The Fund Secretariat can assist in the identification .>fan Implementing Agency to help 
develop a Country Programme or Project Proposal. Please contact the Fund Secretariat at the 
following address: 

Claief OfTecer 
lbe Multilateral Fund for the Implementation 
or the Montreal Protocol 
Montreal Tru~1 Bl~. 27th Hoor, 
1800 l\fcGiU Collt>J:e A•·enue 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada IBA 3Jh 

2. The Implementing Agencies 

Tel: (1-514) 232-1121 
Fax: (1-514) 232-0068 

The lmplcmenling Agencies assisting the Fund are: UNDP, UNEP, UNIDO and the 
• World Bank. They co-opcr.ile closely with each other in project and programme design and 
implementation. Their main fields of activity and contact addresses are as follows: 

2.1 The World Bank 

The World Bank is involved in developing and implementing investment projects. It 
assists countries in g~thering 1hc necessary data on ODS in the country, defines objectives, target 
and means, develops projects and calculates costs and benefits. It also assists in preparing 
Country Programmes. Please cont.act the World Bank at the following address: 

GEF Operatioll~ Coordin:1lor 
Global En•ironmenl Fund 
lbe World Bank 
1883 H Street, North.,·eit 
Room S-150-$1 
Wa.~hin1?ton, l>.C. 204.U, lJSA 

2.2 The Uni1cd Nalions Oevclopmenl Programme UNDP 

Tel: (l-202) 477-12.'4 
Fu: (1-202) 477-6.191 
Th: RCA 24842.l 

UNDP assists eligible Parties in the planning, preparation and implementation of country 
programmes, projects, insritulional slrengthening, as well as training and demonstration projeds. 
Please contact the UNDP al the following address: 

Montreal Prolocol Ta\k Mana~u 
Em·ironrnenl and Nalural Rr.;ourct~ c;roup 
Room l>Cl-2056 
United Nation~ llevelopment l'ro,:ramme 
New York, New· York !0017, USA 

Mensa Nilieu/H.A. 1~·01·15 
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2.3 The United Nations Environment Programme UNEP 

UNEP assists Anicle 5 counoies through data collection, conducting research, and 
providing an information clearinghouse function (exchange of information on-line as well as off
line i.e. by tfiskeues, fax, letters, etc.), training and networking. h also assists low ODS 
consuming countties in counny prorramme preparation. UNEP's role as an implementing agency 
is undenaken by UNEP Indusny and Environment Programme Activity Centre (UNEP IE/PAC) 
in Paris. The contact address of UNEP IFJP AC is: 

The Direclor 
UNEP Industry and Environntent Activity Centre 
39-43 Quai Andre Citroen 
75739 Paris CEDEX IS, Fr:antt 

Tel: (33-1) 40S&-l8S8 
Fax: (33-1) 40S&-ftl'74 
Tlx: 204997 F 
Cable: Unitttra Paris 

2.4 The United Nations Industrial Development Organization UNIDO 

The main focus of UNIDO's assistance is on small to medium scale projects. In this 
rc!gard. UNIDO assists Anicle 5 counoies in the design and implementation of projects identified 
in country programmes. It also offers suppon in the identification of opponunities for ODS 
reduction, as well as in technical assistance and training at the plant level. UNIDO also provides 
advice to Governments in indusoial policy formulation an<l planning, and assists in the 
preparation of counny programmes in co-operation with other implementing agencic~. The 
contact address of UNIDO is: 

The Director 
Industrial Operatfo~ Technology Division 
UNIDO 
Vienna International Centre 
P.O. Box 300 
A·l400 Vienna, Austria 

5 - 2 
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APPENDIX 6 

GUIDELINES AND CON"'ffiOL ACHIEVABLE Wl11I BEST AVAii.AiU £ 
TECHNOLOGY (BA1) FOR SOLVENT-BASED ClEANING 

I GENERAL 

Solvent losses are often vf>ry great in a conventional or poorly maintained plant. 
Figure Al shows characteristic percentage losses for such a plant. In a poorly 
maintained plant. only about 20 percent of the purchased solvent quantity is 
gen\!rally recovered. 

Depending on what measures have already been adopted at a plant. application 
of the guidelines summarired below can enable total emissions to be reduced by 
90 percent. 

E-.-aporatlve Losses 
1% 

Solvent~ 

1°1. 
Leaks 

Evaporative Losses, Drag Out 
Seals, etc. 12% 40% 

Process Still 

30.,<. 

Splll5, Leaks 

Evaporative Los~s. 
Seals, etc. 2°.4 

18°.4 
Recycle 

1s01. Evaporative Losses 

Spills 
Hand 

Cleaning 

Figure Al. Solvent losses in a !ypical, poorly maintained plant. 
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The guidelines are concerned with ~he best available technology for the following: 

- cold cleaning 
- vapour cleaning (including equipment with spray /ultrasound) 
- continuous "in-line" cleaning 

II DESIGN OF 1HE a EANING EQUIPMENf 

1. Cover 

For processes where the solvent has a vapour pressure > 2 kPa (15 mm Hg) at 
38°C (e.g. all chlorinated solvents), or 

the solvent is heated, or 
the solvent is agitated mechanically, or 
where the equipment's opening is > 1 m 2 

it should be possib~e to operate the cover automatically, or easily with one hand. 
Cover design (e.g. guillotine-type action) should permit operation that does not 
create turbulence in the vapour zone. The equipment should be designed so that 
the cover(s) opens and closes only during charging or discharging of the workload 
(e.g. air lock). 

2 Arrangement for drainage of cleaned romponents. 

For solvents with a vapour pressure > 2 kPa (at 30 mm Hg, 38°C), drainage should 
take place inside the machine with the cover closed. 

3. Safety devices 

To prevent solvent evaporation during equipment stoppages, the following safety 
devices should be installed: 

a) The flow of liquid to the condenser and heating element should be 
monitored by monitors and thermostats ( < 18°C), and the equipment shut 
off in the event of a circulation stoppage or overheating. 

b) Spray monitor that shut~ off the spray device if the vapour level drops iO 
cm. 

4. Operating instructions should be posted visibly and should summarize all 
operating steps. 

5. Design of solvent spray. 

To conserve solvent, the spray should be of the continuous type (not atomizing). 
The nozzle pressure should be regulated so it does not give rise to excessive 
splatter. 

~ Milieu/N.A. 199'·01·15 
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6. Design of work load carrier. 

Components should be fed in automatically. 111e design of the work load carrier 
should facilitate drainage and not cause a "piston effect". A hook arrangement is 
preferable. 

7. For solvents with a vapour pressure > 4 kPa (30 mm Hg. 38°C), or 
solvents that work at temperatures > scrc, the following features should 
be incorporated where technically feasible: 

- freeboard woe ratio• should be 0.75-2.00, preferably~ 1.0 (ratio B/A in fig. A2) 
- water cover (the solvent should not be water-soluble and should be heavier than 

water) should be ensured. Water cover counteracts evaporation of solvent (to the 
atmosphere). 

- refrigeration coil (mandatory with vapour cleaners), should have a working 
temperature of about -25°C. A def roster should be included. The following 
capacities can be adequate for this purpose: 

Bath width 
(m) 

< 1.0 
> 1.0 

. > 1.8 
>2.4 
>3.0 

Cooling capacity 
(W /m circumference) 

190 
290 
385 
480 
580 

- ad'iOrption filter based on e.g. activated carbon. zeolite or polymer, shall be 
rated to ensure good function (at least 90-95 percent dficiency), so that outgoing 
solvent concentrations do not exceed 25 ppm~ toward the end of an adsorption 
cycle. The ventilation air flow shoul<.1 be 15-20 m1/minute and m 2 bath area. 

- other technology (e.g. thermal destruction) that can ensure a better or more 
efficient control of emissions than that described above. 

8. Design of devices for transport, filling and emptying of solvent.. 

Devices for transpmt, storage and discharge of volatile solvents should be built as 
closed-loop systems . 

•The freeboard zone ratio is the ratio between the distance from 
the vapour level to the rim of the tank (the freeboard height) and 
the width of the equipment. 

~concentration in mg/m3 = ((molar weigr.t in g) /22. 414) * 
c~oncentration in ppm) 
NOTE: 22.414 =molar volume expressed in litres at o·c and 101.3 kPa. 
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1. Heating element 8. Immersion sump 
2. Boiling sump 9. Low level safety cut-out 

· 3. Vapour zone 10. Vapour level safety cut-out 
4. Condenser 11. Recirculation pump /filter 
5. Condensate trough 
6. Freeboard zone 

12. Ultrasonic transducer 
13. Removable cover 

7. Condensate separator 14. Refrigerator 

Figure Al. Batch vapour cleaning system 

III OPERATION OF 1HE Cl.EANil~G EQUIPMENT 

1. SOLVENT WSSES SHOUID NOT EXCEED 10-20 Wf PERCENT OF 
PURCHASED QUANITIY. SPENT SOLVENTSHOUID BE 1RANSPO
RIBD AND STORED IN CLOSED VESSELS ONLY. 

2. Close the cover after each concluded work operation in the cleaning bath. 

3. Place the components in a manner that permits complete drainage of 
solvent. The speed of component feed should not exceed 3 m/min 
vertically, 3-6 m/min horizontally. A slower feed speed is preferable 
(modern equipment permits horizontal speeds of 0.5-2.0 m/min and 0.3 -
0.8 m/min vertically). Clean in the vapour zone for at least 30 s or until 
condensation on the components ceases. Allow clean components to drain 
for at least 15-30 s or until they stop dripping. During vapour cleaning, 
components should drain until they are visibly dry. 

4. Never clean porous materials (e.g. cloth, leather, rope) or absorbent 
materials in the vapour zone. 

S. The horizontal area of the workload should not exceed half of the bath 
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area. 

6. The distance between the workload and the edges of the opening at entry 
and exit should be < tocm or < 10 percent of the width of the opening 
(calculated on the basis of the workload silhouette). 

7. The vapour lc-1el should not drop more than 10 cm when the workload is 
introduced into the vapour zone. 

8. Never spray above the vapour level. Avoid spraying with cold solvent. 

9. Leak detection of the entire system should be done regularly. The system 
includes cleaning and peripheral equipment (filters. storage and filling/
emptying devices etc.). In the event of leakage. the equipment must be shut 
off and repaired immediately. A floor sump should be provided for 
collection of spillage. 

10. The ventilation air flow should not exceed 15-20 m3/min,m2 of bath area 
unless a higher rate is required to meet mandatory work hygier.~ limits. 
Ventilation fans shall not be positioned near the bath opening. 

11. Water should not be visible in the solvent leaving the condensate separator 
(vapour cleaning system). Water forms a low-boiling azeotrope, increases 
solvent consumption and causes corrosion damage. 

12. Shut off the equipment (vapour cleaning) if it is expected to remain idle 
for more than 2 hours. 

13. Use of solvent filter will extend solvent life and reduce the amount of 
solvent waste. In general, solvent should be changed when the contamina
tion level reaches about 10 percent by volume. Solvent should be added 
via closed-loop systems with entry below the liquid surface. 

14. Check the pH regularly, adjust as necessary. More often, solvent suppliers 
recommend monitoring of the acid acceptance of the solvent. The 
procedure may differ but it is imperative that these recommendations are 
followed to avoid equipment corrosion problems. 

IV WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

Waste from degreasing processes are primarily hydroca:-hons and solid residues. 
Depending upon the pretreatment, waste can contain anywhere from 20-7U percent 
solvent and water condensate. In some cases distillation can be used to concentrate 
soils and recover solvent for reuse. Distillati1Jn combined with ultra-filtration and 
desiccation can produce virgin quality solvent product assuming no other solvent 
may have been introduced as a contaminant. The oil can be concentrated for 
reuse. 

Waste waters can be treated by e.g. activated carbon to remove trace solvent. 
Unrecoverable solvent wac;tes can be neutralised by incineration operating with 
appropriate pollution mitigation equipment. 
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